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Chapter V
The Diversity of States and the Quest for the Unity of the World
(c. 1450 – 1618)

Portugal, Spain and the Expansion of Rule beyond Europe
The transformation of Byzantium into Istanbul, from one of the centres of Roman imperial rule into
the centre of government of the Ottoman Turkish Sultan, raised few direct responses at the time of its
occurrence. The Ottomans had been a military and political factor in the Balkans since the fourteenth
century as well as among West Asian states. The Byzantine government had issued calls for help to
Latin Christendom against the expansion of Ottoman rule. As late as in 1439, the Council of
Florence had met with participation of delegates not only from the Greek Orthodox, but also from
the Ethiopian Church. But the council had failed to accomplish its declared goal of restoring unity to
the various Christian churches.1 Hence, the end of Roman rule in Byzantium did not come about
suddenly. No one less than Pope Pius II (1458 – 1464) seemed to have pondered the idea of
recognising Ottoman rule over Christians in Istanbul, the Balkans and West Asia. At least, the curia
composed a lengthy text in 1458, styled as a letter by the Pope to Sultan Mehmet II. In the text, the
Pope is made to propose papal recognition of Ottoman rule over the Balkans under the condition that
the Sultan converts to Christianity. The drafters of the text may have been aware of the lack of
implementability of the proposal, as the text does not seem to have left Rome at all. A least, there is
no record of a reply from the Sultan. Nevertheless, the text testifies to the expectation of the papal
curia that Ottoman Turkish rule over Byzantium and its surroundings were to last long. At the time
of the writing of the text, no one in the papal curia demanded immediate military measures, such as a
Crusade, against the Sultan. At the same time, the Senate of Venice dispatched Niccolò Sagundino
(1402 – 1464) to the Sultan in 1456 to arrange for a peace between Venice and the Ottoman Turkish
Empire. Sagundino reached the Sultan in Asia Minor and, upon his return he produced what has
become the oldest Occidental survey of Ottoman history. He met the Pope in 1462. That seems to
suggest that Pius II was well informed about Ottoman affairs.2
The perception of Ottoman Turkish rule in Latin Christendom changed from the 1480s,
mainly in the states of the Iberian Peninsula, in Rome as well as in the immediate entourage of the
Emperor. Mainly in Portugal, crusading strategies, which had been targeted there against Muslim
rulers in West Asia since the eleventh and twelfth centuries, became intertwined with more
far-reaching goals of the expansion of trade relations with markets in Africa, South, Southeast and
East Asia. Supporters of these Portuguese plans for the establishment of a trading network linking
Western Europe with Asian markets began to perceive Ottoman Turkish rule as equivalent of a
barrier blocking direct access to Asia via the Mediterranean Sea. To circumvent this perceived barrier,
military planners, traders and scholars working at Lisbon devised plans for the build-up of military
cooperation between Christian rulers in Europe, the King of Ethiopia and rulers in South Asia,
among whom scholars expected some to be Christians as well. The military cooperation was to
facilitate a pincer movement attacking the Ottoman Turkish Empire simultaneously in its western,
southern and eastern fronts.3 Because direct access from Portugal to Ethiopia was blocked by
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Mamluk rule in Egypt and because, contrary to the late 1400s, no direct contacts existed any longer
among Christian rulers in Europe and the King of Ethiopia,4 military planners proposed the great
plan of circumnavigating Africa, in order to reach Ethiopia and South Asia. The seaway to South
Asia would, at the same time, open access to lucrative South Asian spice markets. The
implementation of the plan looked relatively simple, as it was drawn on the conventional type of
world map current in Latin Christendom. These circular maps displayed the African continent with
limited southern extension and supported the expectation that the circumnavigation of Africa from
Portugal to South Asia was possible in a relatively short span of time. However, the implementability
of the plan critically hinged upon proof that Africa was circumnavigable at all. The circular world
maps, dominant in Latin Christendom, did display Africa as circumnavigable, and scholars working
at Lisbon could avail themselves of nautical knowledge that Arab seafarers had acquired about the
Indian Ocean since the eleventh century at the latest. Italian merchants, travelling in South Asia, had
transmitted that knowledge around the middle of the fifteenth century.5 It appeared to confirm
geographical information current since Greek Antiquity, according to which the Indian Subcontinent
extended far southwards into the ocean.6 By 1459, this knowledge had been documented in a map of
the world.7 The King of Portugal had commissioned the map, which was kept at Lisbon.8
However, the great plan appeared to meet serious obstacles during the fifteenth century.
Throughout the century, a rival theory found supporters who fearfully surmised that Africa might
connect with the Southern Continent believed to form the southern boundary of the globe. If such a
land bridge existed, Africa was not circumnavigable and there was no seaway to South Asia. Fears
that South Asia was not directly approachable by sea were laid down in the mid-fifteenth-century
so-called Borgia map, extant in the Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, and remained current to the end
of the century. For one, the Nuremberg humanist Hartmann Schedel (1440 – 1514), who compiled a
universal history printed in 1493, inserted a map into this lavishly illustrated book, which featured
the Ptolemaic Southern Continent forming a land bridge between the southern tip of Africa and
Southeast Asia. Schedel’s skepticism resulted from the growth of knowledge about the physical
shape of the African continent. As Portuguese navigators had penetrated southwards along the
African coasts, they had found the southern extension of the continent to be longer than anticipated.
Against scholarly theoretical expectations, the African continent did not allow passage to South Asia
at the latitude of the Congo River delta, thereby forcing navigators to sail further to the south than
conventional world maps of Latin Christendom were suggesting.9
From the 1480s, Portuguese kings ignored these skeptical views and vehemently mandated
efforts to proceed with the circumnavigation of Africa. Thus, a fortress was built at El Mina in what
is Ghana today in 1481.10 The fortress manifested Portuguese government determination to pursue
the search for a seaway to South Asia not just as a project of academic exploration but mainly as a
means to expand Portuguese rule beyond the confines of the European continent. Since 1488,
Portuguese kings claimed the title “Lord of Africa” (Senhor do Guinea) for themselves.11 Eventually,
in 1498, Vasco da Gama (c. 1469 – 1524) succeeded not only in reaching the Eastern coasts of Africa
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but could also, with assistance from a Gujarati Muslim navigator named Ahmed ibn Māğid, land
landed at the port of Calicut on the southwestern coasts of South Asia. Interrogated by the ruler of
Calicut, why he had come there, Vasco da Gama, according to his own report, replied that he had
undertaken the voyage in search for Christians and spices.12 The statement, if properly recorded,
condensed in a nutshell the combined Portuguese strategies of forging an alliance for the planned
Crusade and the promotion of trade. The strategies focused Portuguese government interest upon the
coastlines of East Africa and upon South Asia. Apparently, Vasco saw statues in sacred buildings
during his stay at Calicut and optimistically reported that in “India”, there were not only profitable
markets for spices but also Christians.13 In contemporary European geographical diction, “India”
was a conventional summary denomination for all parts of South, Southeast and East Asia and, prior
to Vasco’s voyages, was located in European perspective immediately east of Ethiopia. Hence,
Vasco’s voyages entailed immediate plans for the conquest of Palestine and the establishment of
seaborne Portuguese contacts with Ethiopia at the turn towards the sixteenth century.14
The Spanish rulers Ferdinand of Aragón (1479 – 1516) and Isabella of Castile (1474 –
1504), styling themselves “Catholic Kings” and married to each other, did not share the Portuguese
strategy of the overseas expansion of rule. Instead, they gave priority to the conquest of those parts
of the Iberian Peninsula that were under Muslim rule (Reconquista). This process had begun in the
twelfth century. It had advanced slowly during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, but was
speeding up during the fifteenth century. In 1492, the Emir of Granada, the then only remaining
Muslim ruler in the Iberian Peninsula, evacuated the city and withdrew to North Africa. The army of
the “Catholic Kings” could then enter and occupy the city. The Reconquista, now completed, had
been tied to strict measures of Catholicisation, applied not only against Muslims but also against
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Jews. Believers of both religions were forced into emigration, unless they wanted to convert to
Catholicism.
After the end of the Reconquista, there was no further target for the expansion of the rule
left to the “Catholic Kings” within the Iberian Peninsula, while their Portuguese counterparts were
occupying parts of Africa. Hence, it was a lucky coincidence that, while their troops were positioned
outside Granada, an adventurer with the name Christopher Columbus (1451 – 1506), presumably of
Genoese origin, approached the “Catholic Kings” with the plan of undertaking a westward traversal
of the ocean to reach the eastern coasts of “India”. Portuguese scholars, whom Columbus had
previously consulted, had rejected the plan, because Columbus had not been able to supply
information about the distance to be covered through the oceanic traversal from Europe to “India”.
Although the plan was less fanciful than it may have appeared to the Lisbon group of scholars, it
stood in the way of the then ongoing Portuguese explorations of the coastlines of the African
continent. In fact, Italian scholars had already assigned 270 longitudes to the circumference of the
tri-continental landmass of Africa, Asia and Europe, leaving 90 longitudes for width of the ocean
apparently separating Europe from “India”.15 This calculation became the basis for the work of
cartographers, who produced world maps and globes in Ptolemaic style, among them Henricus
Martellus, who worked in Italy between 1480 and 1496,16 and the Nuremberg sailor Martin Behaim
(1459 – 1507), who appears to have used Martellus’s work.17 The Florentine mathematician Paolo
dal Pozzo Toscanelli (1397 – 1482) assumed the same distribution of land and water on the surface
of the planet earth, although he compiled a map only of a part of the entire globe.18 Essentially, the
calculation grounded in geographical information contained in Marco Polo’s travel report and in
Arab nautical knowledge. The postulated extension of the ocean across 90 longitudes appeared to
allow its traversal. Already the Franciscan scholar Roger Bacon (1214 – 1292/4)19 had speculated
about the possibility of the traversal, and Cardinal Pierre d’Ailly (Petrus Alliacus, c. 1330 – 1420)20
had recently repeated it.21 At the end of the fifteenth century, the westward traversal of the ocean
thus appeared no longer as mere speculation but to be drawn on empirical facts.22 Columbus had
consulted Marco Polo’s report and Pierre d’Ailly’s cosmography and apparently had corresponded
with Toscanelli. To the “Catholic Kings”, he mentioned Toscanelli‘s idea that several islands were
scattered throughout the ocean, among them the Canaries under Spanish control, the Azores under
Portuguese rule, the island of Atlantis of ancient Greek geography and the island of Zipangu to
which Marco Polo had referred.23 Hence, the ocean traversal was equivalent of island hopping. The
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“Catholic Kings”, contrary to Lisbon scholars, were impressed by Columbus’s argument and, on 17
April 1492, authorised him to begin the westward voyage as their admiral under the condition that
“all islands and firm lands”, he would find, would fall under Spanish rule.24
Columbus departed in May 149225 and returned from his voyage in the following year.
But awkward winds forced him to land at Lisbon. As he was travelling in Spanish service, he would
not have been allowed to cross the demarcation line that had been agreed upon between the
Portuguese and the “Catholic” kings in the Treaty of Alcáçovas of 1479 and drew a line demarcating
a Portuguese from a Spanish zone of the ocean north of Lisbon.26 This line reserved the southern
hemisphere to Portuguese ships, in order to allow them to pursue the exploration of the coastline of
the African continent without molestation. Within this hemisphere, Spanish ships were only entitled
to shuttle between the Iberian Peninsula and the Canaries. However, Columbus had not returned to
the Peninsula from the Canaries but from elsewhere. Hence, he had to face interrogation about his
newly acquired knowledge of oceanic seaways and, at the request by the king, provided information
about his voyage to Bartolomeu Diaz (c. 1450 – 1500), who was the Portuguese sailor most
experienced in oceanic seafaring. Columbus was then allowed to proceed to Barcelona, where he
met the “Catholic Kings”. In the course of his voyage, he had visited many islands not listed in any
map of the world and mentioned nowhere in the geographical literature, not even in the standard
fifteenth century handbooks of islands.27 Columbus insisted that he had been close to Zipangu.28
The “Catholic Kings” responded promptly and requested confirmation of their possession
of the allegedly newly found “islands and firm lands” from the Pope. The papal curia was quick to
issue a series of five edicts confirming Spanish control of these “islands and firm lands” with the
proviso that the “Catholic Kings” supported missionary efforts in these areas.29 In the first of these
edicts, written out in the name of Pope Alexander VI (1492 – 1503), the curia revealed that the Pope
had been grateful for the “reconquest” of Granada from Muslims termed “Saracens”, thereby
classing the Reconquista as a Crusade. Then the Pope “donated” to the “Catholic Kings” (donamus,
concedimus et assignamus) all “lands and islands”, known as well as unknown, which voyagers in
Spanish service had found or were to going to find (omnes et singulas terras et insulas predictas sic
ignotas et hactenus per nuntios vestros repertas et reperiendas).30 Jurist Johannes Metellus (1510 –
1597) interpreted this and the following edicts as papal instructions for the spreading of Christianity
in the “lands and islands”, with the inclusion of the use of military force. Metellus seems to have had
access to archival materials, which are no longer extant, and provided the information that King
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Ferdinand of Aragón had sollicited the papal edicts (supplicatio).31 Subsequently, the Dominican
missionary Bartolomé de Las Casas (1484/85 – 1566), working in areas under the control of the
“Catholic Kings”, took up the formula of the first papal edict to the “Catholic Kings” of 1493 and
referred to the papal act as a “donation and investiture” by authority of the Holy See, which, in his
view, had invested the “Catholic Kings” with the “sovereign, imperial and universal suzerainty and
rule … over India” (soberano, imperial e universal principado y señiorio ... sobre las Indias). He also
claimed that the continuing “government, jurisdiction, rights and competences of the natural kings
and rulers of the subjected peoples” (compadece tener los reyes y señores naturales ... su
administración, jurisdición, derechos y dominios sobre sus pueblos súbditos) were compatible with
the papal investiture.32 Contrary to Metellus, Las Casas thus assumed that the “Catholic Kings”
were mere holders of some kind of overlordship above states having existed under natural law, and
he then expected that these states would continue to exist.
The timing for the Spanish supplication to the papal curia was favourable for the “Catholic
Kings”, as the then reigning Pope Alexander VI was a member of the Borja (Borgia) family of
Spanish origin. Even though it was far from obvious that Alexander VI personally interfered into the
process of formulating the edicts issued in his name, the curia, in granting the privileges to the
“Catholic Kings”, did effectively revoke its existing stance, by which it had previously given priority
to the support of the crusading plans and resulting initiatives to expand Portuguese control over parts
of Africa.33 Hence, the papal edicts in favour of the “Catholic Kings” provoked hectic activity at
Lisbon, where it seemed difficult to maintain the Alcáçovas demarcation line vis-à-vis the increasing
military potential available to the “Catholic Kings”.34 Moreover, Columbus’s voyage provoked fears
of defeat, as, by 1493, the Portuguese explorations along the coastlines of the African continent had
not reached a satisfying conclusion. Hence, Portuguese strategists believed that they were under time
pressure, fearing to lose out in competition with the “Catholic Kings”. A further problem came up: If
there were large numbers of “islands and firm lands” in the ocean, their location in relation to the
Alcáçovas line would have to be ascertained. The treaty of 1479 fixed only the eastern end of the
line, but left it undetermined in the West. Hence, conflict might arise in distant waters between the
Portuguese and the “Catholic” kings over the control of these islands. At the time, the “Catholic
Kings” appeared to be better prepared for these conflicts, as the Portuguese side would have to
continue to send its largest vessels out on the voyage to Africa and South Asia. Therefore, both sides
agreed on the renegotiation of the Alcáçovas line fairly quickly. In 1494, Portuguese and Spanish
delegations met in the Spanish town of Tordesillas in the presence of the papal emissary, who,
however, did not act as intermediary. The treaty concluded at Tordesillas in 1494 relocated the
demarcation line, directing it north-southwards from the North to the South Pole.35 The new line had
definitive terminal points, separating the ocean into a Portuguese eastern and a Spanish western
hemisphere. The new regulation, following the Treaty of Alcáçovas in exempting Spanish rights to
approach the Canaries, benefited the Portuguese side. It not only permitted the unmolested
continuation of the Portuguese exploration efforts, but also allocated Portuguese control to the
hemisphere closest to Europe. Should there be any “islands and firms lands” in the southern part of
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the ocean, they were to become divided among both parties. The Catholic Church sanctioned the
Treaty of Tordesillas by imposing church punishments against its violation. As such, the treaty bound
only the King of Portugal, the “Catholic Kings” and their respective subjects. It would be left to both
sides to enforce their respective access rights vis-à-vis third parties.
Columbus undertook four voyages altogether. In a letter addressed to Pope Alexander VI,
he boasted of having found more than 1400 islands in 1502. 36 He interpreted his name as
“Christoferens” (the bearer of Christ), thereby consociating his voyages with the idea of a Crusade
against non-Christians inhabiting the “islands and firm lands”.37 When, during his third voyage, he
entered into the mouth of the River Orinoco in 1498, he identified this waterway as one of the rivers
of paradise and concluded that he had reached the East Asian coast.38 The “Catholic Kings”
accepted the conclusion. They issued a privilege to Columbus for his fourth and final voyage,
mandating him to establish relations with rulers in Asia and to meet Vasco da Gama, then in
operating in South Asian waters.39 A voyage of no more than a few days seemed to be required to
proceed from the coast lines adjacent to the Orinoco delta to the mouth of the river Ganges as
another believed river of paradise. Some maplets, attributed to Bartolomeo Colombo (1460 – 1514),
the Admiral’s brother, locate both of these rivers of paradise in Asia and position the Columbian
“islands and firm lands” in Asian coastal waters.40

The Holy Roman Empire and the Politics of the Expansion of Rule
Whereas the Catholic Church quickly became involved with the Portuguese-Spanish policies of the
expansion of rule, the highest representatives of the Holy Roman Empire initially responded with
reluctance. At the time of Columbus’s first voyage, Emperor Frederick III was still in office, but had
left the conduct of actual government affairs to his son and designated successor Maximilian I
(1486/93 – 1519), who had been crowned in 1486 and endowed with the title of a “Roman King”.
Maximilian’s mother Eleanor (1436 – 1467) was a Portuguese royal princess, familiarising her son
with Portuguese court practices and politics. In the early 1490s, Maximilian joined the movement for
a Crusade against the Ottoman Turkish Sultan and, to the end of bringing together an imperial
fighting force, launched a program of reforms of the constitutional structure of the Empire. Contrary
to previous programs for a Crusade against the Sultan, such as those of Pierre Dubois and George of
Podebrad, Maximilian pursued the strategy of imposing himself as the supreme military commander
of the crusading imperial army, rather than seeking to unite other rulers into a contractual agreement
about the formation of the army. In Maximilian’s view, the Crusade was to become an exclusive
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matter of the Empire. His program demanded the effective restriction of the war-making capability
of secondary rulers within the Empire together with the build-up of an efficient centralised and
bureaucratic imperial administration based on the model of the government of cities. Accordingly,
the decision about the Crusade was to take place within the legislative and governing institutions of
the Empire, notably the Imperial Diet as the highest legislative assembly within the Empire. Soon
after Frederick’s death in 1493, Maximilian took initiative and convened a Diet in the Imperial city
of Worms on the river Rhine for 1495. At Maximilian’s request, the Diet approved not only of the
“Perpetual Peace of the Land”, obliging all rulers within the Empire to settle their disputes
peacefully, but also enforced a new imperial tax to establish the financial base for the future imperial
crusading army.41
The decisions made at Worms had a lasting impact on terminology by enhancing the shift
from Latin to German as the standard means of communication used in imperial governing agencies.
The “German Nation” was no longer the bearer of Roman imperial rule solely in terms of political
theory, but with increasing frequency provided high-ranking staff to governing agencies.42 Vienna
became the home to several of these agencies, even though Maximilian, like his predecessors,
executed his imperial duties as an itinerant ruler. The reforms, which were brought on their way in
1495 and by 1500 led to the restructuring of the Empire into new districts called “Imperial Circles”
(Reichskreise), pushed the Empire into the direction of becoming a state like the kingdoms
surrounding it. The “Imperial Circles” imposed a system of stable internal district borders below the
imperial government centre in Vienna, in turn a precondition for the operation of an efficient
bureaucracy. However, the trend toward centralisation and bureaucratisation stood against the
traditional imperial quest for universal rule.
At Worms, Maximilian already displayed willingness to support the trend toward the
centralisation and bureaucratisation of the Empire, using marriage policy to strengthen the position
of his own dynasty within the administrative framework of the Empire. While the Imperial Diet as
going on, Maximilian intensified preparations for the marriage of his two children, Margaret (1480 –
1530) and Philipp (1478 – 1506) from his marriage with Mary Duchess of Burgundy (1477 – 1482),
with Juan (1478 – 1497) and Juana (1479 – 1555), children of the “Catholic Kings”. The plan had
been considered for some time, but negotiations for the marriage treaties achieved a breakthrough
only at Worms.43 The treaties, which went into force in 1497, connected Maximilian with the
kingdoms of Aragón and Castile, supplementing his family ties to the Portuguese court. He had
reason to expect that his descendants could someday rule over a united Spanish kingdom and, with
some luck, also over Portugal and Empire. He could claim for himself the position of the overlord
over the then most rapidly expanding kingdoms in Europe. He did not confine himself to verbal
claims but allowed himself to be portrayed as the lord of “Seven Kingdoms”, namely “Spain [=
Castile], Bohemia, Scotland, England, France and Aragón.44 He further commissioned giant prints
to propagate the ideology of universal rule. The prints featured “People of Calicut” parading
immediately in front of the Triumphal Chariot seating the Emperor, as if they had been subjected to
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Portuguese rule.45 Next to these plans, Maximilian continued to keep an eye on the preparation of
the Crusade against the Sultan and worked out comprehensive calculations for pincer movements
aimed at the conquest of Istanbul.46
But, the imperial reform did not advance as expected. Among secondary rulers within the
Empire, dissatisfaction spread about the loss of the right to war, which the more powerful Imperial
Estates sought to circumvent. Some even staged straightforward rebellions. After an unsuccessful
military campaign against the Swiss Confederacy in 1499, Maximilian pledged to the Confederacy
that he would not interfere into its domestic affairs.47 It was easy business to put on ice plans for the
Crusade by refusing to provide financing through the Imperial Diet. But even formalities turned into
serious problems. Since 1493, Maximilian ruled the Empire. But he had not received an imperial
coronation, which would customarily have to take place in Rome. For a long time, Maximilian could
not find a proper opportunity for an expedition to the Eternal City due to his numerous other
commitments. When finally he persuaded the Imperial Diet at Constance in 1507 to agree to his
coronation,48 and also the Pope was ready to perform the ceremony, the Republic of Venice thwarted
the plan.49 The Senate insisted upon its autonomy as granted and confirmed by previous emperors,
and refused to give permission to Maximilian’s army to cross Venetian territory on its march to
Rome.50 Moreover, Maximilian’s pladge of non-intervention into Swiss matters practically meant
that his army could not use Swiss Alpine mountain passes on its way to Rome. Because he could not
reach Rome via Venetian territory either, he made arrangements with Pope Julius II (1503 – 1513) to
receive the imperial crown in the Cathedral of Trient, the southernmost town under imperial control,
on 4 February 1508. For the first time, the solemn coronation of the Roman Emperor in Latin
Christendom took place outside the city of Rome. Henceforth, Maximilian bore the imperial title
officially, but in the special form of “Elected Roman Emperor” in consequence of the lack of a
formal coronation in Rome.51 Worse even, efforts to subject parts of the Italian Peninsula to the
secular control of the Pope resulted in the formation of the so-called “Papal States”, which extended
northwards from Rome since the early sixteenth century. Henceforth, the papal curia took the view
that the city of Rome was no longer part of the Holy Roman Empire but had become the capital of a
sovereign state with the Pope as its head.
The formation of the “Papal States” was only one of several processes of the
transformation of state administrative structures, which turned the Italian Peninsula into a
playground for rival political interests and claims to rule. Not only local power holders competed
among themselves, resorting to the use of force, but next to Maximilian also Ferdinand of Aragón
and successive French kings. One of them, Charles VIII (1483 – 1498), hoped to be able to expand
his control onto the Peninsula and, with support from some local rulers, launched a military
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intervention in 1494. While Charles withdrew already in the following year, Ferdinand succeeded in
establishing himself as ruler over territories south of Rome with Naples as the centre of Spanish
government. From the beginning of the sixteenth century, then, Southern Alpine areas formed the
fringes of the Empire, bordering on a system of many small sovereign states in the centre of the
Peninsula, while the South formed a Spanish dependency. In short: two generations after the end of
Roman rule in Byzantium, the Roman Empire of Latin Christendom was converted into a political
community, which defied definition in terms of the ideology of universal rule and only grudgingly
succumbed to the needs of centralisation and bureaucratisation. Maximilian, who died on 12 January
1519, did not have to take the pain of acknowledging that his program for the establishment of
universal rule through kin relations among ruling dynasties was as illusionary as his plans for a
Crusade against the Ottoman Turkish Sultan.

The Globalisation of the World Picture in Maps and the Beginning of the Establishment of European
Colonial Rule
The illusionary features attached to the ideology of universal rule at the turn towards the sixteenth
century became dramatically transparent from the revolutionary changes of the European world
picture as laid down in maps during the fifteenth years following Columbus’s first voyage. Probably
already in 1493, the term “New World” came in use for the island worlds, into which Columbus
appeared to have penetrated.52 Amerigo Vespucci (1451/4 – 1512), a navigator in Portuguese service,
popularised the phrase in his report about an expedition, which had touched upon the northeastern
coasts of South America in 1500.53 This expedition, originally sent to East Asia, had been driven off
its planned route by unexpected winds and, against its mandate, reached waters close to the island
worlds Columbus had visited. This “New World” appeared to be separated by wide seaways from the
tri-continental land mass of Africa, Asia and Europe, forming a myriad of islands in the ocean, the
size of which increased exponentially in maps made during the first decade of the sixteenth century.
For the first time in 1507, a map featured a new denotation for a part of these island worlds that were
rapidly condensing into a “firm land” or a new continent. In this map, the denotation was inscribed
into what purported to be a vast stretch of land placed roughly half way between the western coasts
of Africa and Europe on the right and the eastern coasts of Asia on the left side. The denotation was
derived from Vespucci’s personal name and took the form “America”,54 southwest of Zipangu, the
island that Columbus had been searching for but had never found. The new land quickly evolved
into a fully-fledged continent dividing the ocean into a western and eastern part and touched upon or
came close to the Ptolemaic Southern Continent, which several cartographers retained in their maps.
Correspondingly, the tri-continental land mass of Africa, Asia and Europe shrank in size and formed
just one part in a complicated variety of continents, island worlds and wider or smaller waterways
among them. The new world picture that cartographers depicted during the first decade of the
sixteenth century could no longer underpin an ideology of universal rule, because large ocean-faring
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vessels would have been required to allow communication within this seemingly disparate, no longer
permeable world. But the Holy Roman Empire did not have a fleet ready to ply the ocean, and the
waterways did not have inhabitants over whom the Roman Emperor might hold an entitlement to
rule. Whoever thought of travelling from Europe to South Asia might have to follow Maximilian’s
advice and join one of the Portuguese expeditions.55 Whoever dreamt of doing business in the “New
World” without obtaining permission from the “Catholic Kings” ought to be prepared for
confrontations with Spanish authorities. In England and France, some adventurers ran this risk,
among them John Jay († 1505) and Jean Cabot (c. 1450 – 1498) at the end of the fifteenth century
and penetrated into the far North of the “New World”.56 Meanwhile, theorists among cartographers
as well as some adventurers stuck to the hope that the “New World” might in some way be
connected with the tri-continental land mass of Africa, Asia and Europe and postulated a land bridge
between the emerging continent and Asia. They positioned this land bridge in the far North of the
globe and transformed the seaway termed “Pacific Ocean” or “South Sea” since 1513 into a huge
Asian bay.57 However, the names “Pacific Ocean” or “South Sea” first came in use only for the
southern parts of the bay connecting with the imagined Southern Continent.
The “Catholic Kings” were quick to take up the challenge, which Columbus’s voyage
posed to them. They staffed Columbus’s second voyage with priests and soldiers, thereby
manifesting their intention to promote missionary work and to solidify their control over the “New
World”. By the first decade of the sixteenth century, the “Catholic Kings” succeeded in subjecting a
number of islands in the so-called Caribbeans to their rule and placed them under the administrative
control of an appointed governour. In 1519, the adventurer Hernán Cortés (1485 – 1547) started an
expedition from there under the official instruction of searching for allegedly missing Spaniards. But
in the course of the expedition, Cortés, at his own discretion, changed his commission and launched
a campaign with the goal of conquering areas of the “firm land”, which were totally unknown to him.
Cortés styled this campaign as a Crusade,58 purportedly the continuation of the Reconquista on the
western side of the ocean, and declared that he wanted to convert the local population to Catholicism.
The Spanish administration had established a procedure and enforced it in the form of an edict under
the term “Requerimiento”.59 The “Requerimiento” authorised Spanish armed forces to conduct war
against non-Christian inhabitants of the “new” island worlds, should they refuse to convert to
Catholicism. But before resorting to the use of force, a formal inquiry had ascertain whether the
inhabitants were willing to give up their religion or not, and a public notary had to attest that the
inquiry had taken place and what kind of reply had been given. Cortés carefully implemented the
“Requerimiento”, even instructing one of his co-adventurers to play the role of the notary.60 As the
inhabitants refused to act in accordance with what appeared to them as a nonsensical request, Cortés
attacked without any ado. At the end of the campaign in 1521, which, against all odds, even against
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his own expectation, he concluded with the sack of Tenochtitlan, the capital city of the Aztec Empire,
Cortés, together with about five hundred of his desparados, had destroyed the strongest state in the
centre of the “new” continent, although there is no straightforward military reason for the Aztec
defeat.61
Nevertheless, Cortés had acted against instructions by his superior and, upon his return,
faced a high treason trial. The new King Charles I (1516/9 – 1555/8), who had grown up in
Burgundy, was the grandson of Emperor Maximilian I and of the “Catholic Kings” and had just
arrived in Spain, received five lengthy reports from Cortés, who was knowledgeable in legal matters.
Anticipating the trial, Cortés drew for his defense on Bartolus’s fourteenth-century legal theory,
which claimed that Roman emperors had, in previous times, voluntarily waived control over certain
parts of the world through the issue of freedom privileges. Cortés now insisted that he had succeeded
in restoring Roman rule to a remote part of the world.62 He claimed to have acted in accordance
with natural law, Spanish municipal law and the interests of the emperors. Cortés wrote his reports
expecting that Charles would be elected Roman Emperor in succession to Maximilian. He could not
have known at the time that the election had actually occurred in 1519 and that the Spanish king had
received the imperial title as Charles V. The reports did not fail to have the intended effect. Charles
pardoned Cortés, appointed him governour of the newly conquered areas but dispatched an
additional official to prevent future acts of disobedience. Cortés stayed in office until 1530. But
Charles acted against the conqueror’s advice in placing the newly acquired territories under Spanish,
rather than imperial administration. In doing so, Charles anticipated the later theoretical argument,
which theologians Juan de la Peña (1513 – 1565) and Melchor Cano (1509 – 1560) proposed,
namely that the emperor was not a universal ruler. According to Peña, the emperor could not compel
non-Christians to subject themselves under the rule of the divinely willed natural law as interpreted
by the Catholic Church in accordance with Christian theological dogma.63 Nevertheless, the Spanish
government had to implement the papal mandate to support missionary work in the “New World”.
Hence, Peña concluded that the expansion of Spanish rule onto the “New world” could be
legitimised in terms neither of divine nor of natural law, but only through Spanish municipal law and
the papal edicts.
Cortés’s destruction of the Aztec Empire obliged the Spanish administration to make
increasing efforts to establish itself in effective control over the conquered parts of the “New World”.
In practical terms, the administration had to dispatch a growing number of Spanish subjects across
the ocean to serve as colonists. The Spanish domestic population, notably in Andalusia, thinned out
in consequence of large-scale emigration. In the “New World”, the colonisation, jointly with diseases
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that the colonisers brought with them and the application of military force against resistance forces,
ushered in the genocide of the Native American population.64 The first demographic survey, which
the colonial administration in the “New World” compiled about the population groups subject to
Spanish rule during the 1560, reported for some Caribbean islands, notably Hispañola, that no
Native American was alive there. The survey also stated that at the time of Columbus’s arrival on the
island, 1.8 million Native Americans had settled there.65 Following the destruction of the Inca
Empire in 1532, Spanish rule quickly extended further onto the western part of the continent, while
Portuguese control covered large parts of the eastern side. The Tordesillas line, which had been set to
partition the ocean, was dividing the “new” continent.
Meanwhile, Portuguese expansion proceded equally rapidly under King Emanuel I (1495 –
1521), while it remained tied more closely to the crusading idea than its Spanish counterpart. Except
for areas coming under Portuguese control in the “New World”, the government did not give priority
to gaining control over large chunks of land. Rather, the Portuguese government sought to “inflict as
much damage upon Muslims as possible”, according to the King’s instruction.66 In 1505, Emanuel
ordered the building of fortresses on the eastern coasts of the African continent on the islands of
Mozambique and Kilwa. In the same year, Portuguese armed forces took a position in the kingdom
of Kandy (in present Sri Lanka), in 1510, Goa, Diu and Damian on the west coast of South Asia.67
In 1511, a Portuguese squadron sacked the ancient trading spot Melaka (Malacca) on the Malay
Peninsula. Portuguese commander Afonso de Albuquerque (1453 – 1515) prohibited Muslim traders
from access to the market, thereby dealing a serious blow to the Southeast Asian trading network.
The network ceased to exist in consequence of the further Portuguese advance into insular Southeast
Asia during the second decade of the sixteenth century, when Emanuel had fortresses built in defense
against Spanish penetration into the “South Sea”68 on Amboina, Tidore and Ternate together with
further fortifications in South Asia and on African coasts. In 1576, the completion of the fortress in
Luanda (Angola) ended the series. Already in 1517, Portuguese had reached the fortified trading
place Guăngzhōu (Canton) on the Chinese coast and penetrated further into the „Pacific Ocean“.
Throughout his reign, however, Manuel did not waive his overarching goal of conducting a Crusade.
The embassy, which he dispatched to the King of Kings of Ethiopia (Shoa) in 1520, received
instructions to negotiate an alliance between the two Christian rulers in what was announced to be an
impending crusading campaign, and Lebna Dengel (1508 – 1540), the incumbent Ethiopian supreme
ruler, though reluctantly, agreed to cooperate. In 1521, Manuel gave out parole that the conquest not
only of Jerusalem but even of Mecca by a crusading army was imminent.69
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Apparently in 1542, the shipwrecked crew of a vessel probably coming from China
reached the island of Tanegashima in the South of the Japanese archipelago. Among the crew were
some Portuguese.70 Already around the middle of the sixteenth century, Portuguese cartographers
had obtained knowledge of Japan and the Ryūkyū Islands (“Lequios” = Okinawa).71 By mistake,
they placed the islands east of Amboina, but drew the western coastlines of North America with
surprising exactitude. “Lequios” remained in Portuguese maps throughout the 1550s.72 It was not
until the 1560s that the Japanese Archipelago, initially called “Japnas”, was identified with Marco
Polo’s Zipangu and that, by consequence, Zipangu became dissociated from the “New World”.73
While there may have been communication, even cooperation among Portuguese and Spanish sailors
elsewhere in the “Pacific Ocean”, they clashed in the southern hemisphere already during the 1520s.
The conflict between Portuguese and Spanish ships in the “South Sea” revealed the strategic defect
of the Tordesillas line that demarcated Portuguese and Spanish zones west of Africa and Europe, but
not east of Asia. With their Treaty of Zaragoza of 22 April 1529, the Portuguese and Spanish kings
sought to remedy the defect by agreeing on an additional line of demarcation.74 But, contrary to the
Tordesillas line, the Zaragoza line had no binding effect. During the sixteenth century, Spanish rule
expanded from “New World” onto the “South Sea”, even subjecting islands to Spanish control which,
according to the Treaty of Zaragoza, were located in the Portuguese zone. This island world received
the name Philippines in 1543 derived from the personal name of Philipp, son of Charles I/V.

Problems within the Holy Roman Empire
The changes of the European perception of the globe, as they were recorded in the transformation
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world maps early in the sixteenth century, formed only one of several problems mounting in the
Holy Roman Empire at the time. As Maximilian’s successor Charles V not only stood at the helm of
the Empire but was also the factually sole ruler over the kingdoms of Aragón and Castile, now united
under his control, even though his mother Juana continued to hold the title Queen of Castile to her
death in 1555. Moreover, Spanish rule extended onto the southern part of the Italian Peninsula and
covered large parts of the “New World” by the middle of the sixteenth century. In Charles’s
perception, the Empire was merely one of his many dominions, not the most important one in terms
of politics and, even less so, in terms of financing. This was so because Charles’s government had to
draw on Spanish revenue for the administration of the colonies of the “New World”. By contrast,
rulers in the Empire ignored calls for support to cover the expenses of overseas colonisation.
Whereas Charles in his capacity as Spanish king ruled over territories widely scattered across the
globe, the idea of universal rule was washed away as an empty phrase in the Empire. It was in
Messina in 1536, that painter Polidoro da Caravaggio (c. 1492 – 1543) portrayed Charles above a
globe divided in two hemispheres as part of a triumphal process, which placed a cart with Muslims
in fetters ahead of Charles.75 Messina also seems to have been the place of origin of the slogan that
the sun never sets in Charles’s realms. But these praises appeared in Sicily at the time, when Charles
was visiting the area. By contrast, such praises for Charles had little if any impact in the Empire.
Instead, the Empire witnessed the reform movement under Martin Luther (1483 – 1546),
who attracted a large number of rulers from 1522, because he appeared to boost their autonomy
through the withdrawal from the spiritual authority of the pope. For the same reason, Luther’s
movement quickly found supporters in Scandinavia. Further reformist theologians, among them
Ulrich Zwingli (1484 – 1531) and Jean Calvin (1509 – 1564) established their own churches, thereby
again advancing the autonomy of rulers who joined them. In England, King Henry VIII (1509 –
1547) supported the formation of a separate church under his control. Charles as Emperor acted
hectically, quickly imposed a ban upon Luther in 1521, but left it to his brother Ferdinand (1521/58 –
1564) to deal with the Lutherans, who were also called “Protestants” from 1529. Ferdinand took
measures to strengthen the centre of imperial government in Vienna, while Charles visited the city
only on rare occasions. As Emperor, he focused on the defence of the unity of the Catholic Church,
the task that his predecessors since 800 had struggled hard to fulfill.
Moreover, the financial and other means of Charles’s rule as Emperor were severely
limited. Protestant rulers in the Empire refused to give support to Charles’s call for a Crusade against
the Ottoman Turkish Sultan, although Luther himself incised anti-Turkish sentiment in his
sermons.76 Immediate measures of military defence seemed required when a Turkish army under
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent (1520 – 1566) placed Vienna under siege in 1529. The government
of the Sultan realised early in the sixteenth century that, given the rapid transformation of the world
picture, any claim towards universal rule as control of the globe at large was vain in view of the
complicated mix of land and water on the surface of the planet earth. Already in 1513, a Turkish
world map incorporated information drawn on Columbus’s voyages and documented the
transformation of the world picture from a Turkish point of view.77 Sultan Suleiman drew the
pragmatic conclusions from these changes that Charles could under no circumstances uphold the
claim of being the universal ruler just by capturing Palestine and that, by consequence, imperial
plans for a Crusade were being hollow phrases. Hence, Suleiman started a counteroffensive. Rather
than waiting for an imperial army to approach Palestine and prepare for defence, Suleiman tried to
push the boundaries of his realm as far to the North as possible in the direction of Vienna. When in
1526 after the battle of Mohács large parts of Hungary fell under Ottoman Turkish control, Vienna
was, so to speak, around the corner. However, the Sultan’s strategic goal was not rule over Vienna
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but the capability to threaten the city. The Sultan sought to make manifest the spatial limitations of
rule, his own as well as the Emperor’s, with the implication that the ideology of universal rule tied to
the Roman Empire was bare of any foundation. In doing so, the Sultan could also supply force to the
traditional doctrine of the Muslim law of war and peace, according to which peace was principally
impossible with non-believers, while temporary arrangements based on consent remained desirable.
While Ferdinand was defending Vienna successfully against the Sultan’s army without
assistance from the Emperor, Charles involved himself in the domestic affairs of the Italian
Peninsula in an attempt to secure the imperial coronation by Pope Clement VII (1523 – 1534).
Charles did accomplish this goal in 1530, yet the coronation ceremony took place once again not in
Rome but in Bologna on this occasion. It was the last imperial coronation ever to take place on
Italian soil.78 In 1555, Charles abdicated from all his offices, aged prematurely, left rule over Spain,
the Low Countries and the overseas dependencies to his son Philipp and accepted the election and
subsequent coronation of his brother Ferdinand as Emperor. With these decisions, Maximilian’s
grand design of constructing universal rule as a kind of overlordship based on a network of dynastic
relations among kings finally failed. In Latin Christendom, Charles’s abdication fuelled the
expectation that the ideology of universal rule was no longer an instrument for the promotion and
preservation of peace, but shabby propaganda apt to conceal machinations of power-greedy rulers.79
Any hope that the universal ruler might eventually acquire the capability imposing the law of war
and peace in the world at large, gave way in Latin Christendom to the critical analysis of power
politics. The Holy Roman Empire changed into a territory of limited extension in Central Europe and
under a legal framework that regulated some aspects of the relations among its rulers. In the course
of the sixteenth century, imperial law converted into the equivalent of European law long before this
term came into being.
Under Philipp II (1555 – 1598) the areas under the control of the Spanish king expanded
not only in America but also in the “South Sea”. When Philipp also became King of Portugal by
hereditary succession in 1580, the combined control over Portuguese and Spanish overseas
dependencies fell into his hands. He ruled over the entire Iberian Peninsula, the South of the Italian
Peninsula and Sicily, the entirety of areas in Central and South America then colonised by European
settlers, Portuguese strongholds on the coasts of Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, the Persian Gulf,
South Asia, continental as well as insular Southeast Asia. European merchants doing business in
China and Japan stood under Philipp’s control as well. But there was rising resistance against that
concentration of power already in the latter part of Philipp’s reign. In the Low Countries, an alliance
of local aristocrats and urban elites risked rebellion against Spanish rule.80 In 1579, the rebels
entered into a treaty pledging to establish a non-monarchical autonomous government81 and to force
Philipp to give up his entitlements to rule over the Low Countries.82 In 1581, a resolution followed
accusing Philipp of usurpation and the annihilation of ancient freedom privileges in the Low
Countries.83 Yet, the rebels intended to stay within the Holy Roman Empire, if only because they
hoped for support from other Imperial Estates. The rebellion in the Low Countries soon evolved into
open war, which lasted, with interruptions, until 1648. In 1585, Queen Elizabeth I of England (1558
– 1603) entered into the war on the side of the rebels, mainly because Philipp tried to obstruct the
passage of English merchant ships to America, thereby excluding them from access to the mineral
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resources and trading opportunities.84 Philipp responded to what he perceived as unlawful resistance
against his legitimate rule by deploying a massive land army to the Low Countries85 and an equally
sizeable maritime force called “Invincible Armada” or “Great and Most Fortunate Armada” (Armada
Invencible or Grande y Felicisima Armada) to conquer England. But the English navy inflicted
heavy damage on the Armada in the English Channel in 1588, and only miserable remains returned
to Spain. The war, which Philipp had begun with the dispatch of the “Armada”, continued and ended
only with the London peace agreement of 18 / 28 August 1604.86 At the latest with the unification of
the crowns of England and Scotland under King James I of Great Britain (1567/1603 – 1625), the
British government rightly assumed that Spanish power in Europe had been diminished through the
defeat of the “Armada” and that unrestricted access to America had become possible. Probably in
1623, Francis Bacon (1561 – 1626), then Lord Chancellour in service to James I, underwrote this
assessment of waning Spanish power in the text of an address to Parliament that was never delivered.
In the text, Bacon contended without the slightest respect for the position of Spain in Europe that
Philipp’s European realms were “thin sown of men” due to overseas emigration and resembled a bird,
from whom everyone was picking a feather. The country, Bacon concluded, was not even worth the
effort of pondering military occupation.87

Imperial Law as Law of War and Peace and the Concept of Sovereignty
Within the Empire, the elevation of imperial law into an instrument to regulate relations among
rulers was a lengthy and conflictual process. For one, the imperial army consisted of contingents,
which had to be recruited from the “Imperial Circles”. It could be deployed in “Imperial Wars” only.
The concept of the “Imperial War” was derived from the traditional theory of the just war as a purely
defensive war, and the declaration of an “Imperial War” required approval by the Imperial Diet. On
the occasion of the Turkish siege of Vienna in 1529, the Imperial Diet was immediately ready to
agree, as the cause of the war was uncontestably defensive in kind. But with regard to conflicts
within Latin Christendom, the involvement of the Imperial Diet could be bothersome and,
consequently, categorising a military campaign as an “Imperial War” could result in strategic
disadvantages, if there were time constraints. Hence, the imperial administration in Vienna used this
instrument only rarely. As a rule, Charles I/V drew on Spanish resources for his campaigns, unless he
conducted them against Protestants within the Empire. He himself did not regularly take the
effective command. Most conspicuously, the greatest victory, which his troops ever gained, was won
against King Francis I of France (1515 – 1547) at Pavia on 24 February 1525, the Emperor’s
birthday. In Charles’s absence, the French army suffered a humiliating defeat, with Francis being
taken prisoner of war and some northern parts of the Italian Peninsula, including the Duchy of Milan,
temporarily coming under Spanish rule.88 Ten years later, however, Charles was present, when
Turkish naval commander and executive ruler Chair-ed-Din (1468 – 1547) of Tunis was removed
from his office by local dissidents and the Spanish army could occupy the place. Charles received
praise as the peace-bringing universal ruler, although disgruntled inhabitants of Tunis, but not
Charles’s army, had driven Chair-ed-Din out of the city.89 For Charles, the peace of the world was
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the issue of diplomatic maneuvering and political propaganda, rather than a sincerely pursued
divinely-willed concern, and had thus become subject to human decision-making.
Likewise, the Imperial Court of Law had little leverage to oppose the drive of
rulers within the Empire towards the strengthening of their legally guaranteed autonomy, even
though it was busily deliberating cases. But imperial law did not penetrate into all legal issues within
the Empire, left room for the codification of special set norms, such as the criminal code enacted in
Charles’s name in 1530,90 and, more importantly, competed with norms flowing from the legislation
of autonomous rulers within the Empire. These rulers, usually styled “Supreme Authorities”
(Oberkayten) in German, had many competences, which were tantamount to those in legal
possession of sovereigns outside the Empire. These Oberkayten were, in fact, sovereigns within the
Empire,91 above whom the Emperor appeared to hold a kind of overlordship. According to this
usage, then, the Emperor, rulers within the Empire, kings and other autonomous rulers outside the
Empire, including the Ottoman Turkish Sultan, were all sovereign. Within this broad concept,
sovereignty did not principally exclude imperial overlordship over other sovereigns, whence this
broad concept of sovereignty became awkward for political theorists outside the Holy Roman
Empire. This broad concept of sovereignty, transmitted from thirteenth-, fourteenth- and
fifteenth-century political theory, entailed the difficulty that on the one side, sovereignty was defined
as the legal capability of autonomous legislation and, on the other, did not exclude the subjection of
an autonomous ruler to the legislative competence of a higher-ranking ruler. Hence, the concept
admitted as possible the paradox that supreme legislative competence could be claimed over
sovereigns. Already during Emperor Maximilian’s reign, Heinrich Bebel (1472/73 – 1518), Professor
of Rhetoric at the University of Tübingen and poeta laureatus for the Empire, had claimed that the
Emperor had “highest and absolute power” (summam habet et absolutam potestatem), thereby
applying the concept of sovereignty to the Emperor as the overlord of the Empire, while, a
generation later, Bartolomé de Las Casas ascribed overlordship together with legislative competence
above sovereign rulers even to the Spanish king, classing this suzerain legislative competence not
only as “sovereign” but also as “imperial”.92 According to Las Casas, the Spanish king was emperor
in his kingdoms. He wrote at the time, when Charles I was King of Aragón and Castile and, as
Charles V, also Roman Emperor.
In order to oppose such claims for suzerain legislative competence over sovereigns,
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jurist Jean Bodin (1529/30 – 1596), in service to the King of France, tackled the problem of
sovereignty in 1576 and solved it, so to speak, with a fanfare. His solution was simple but ingenious
and one at that, which theorists of the law of war and peace had hitherto failed to consider. Bodin did
not challenge the established definition of sovereignty as supreme legislative competence. Yet,
recognising the empirically recorded coexistence of a pluralism of sovereigns as a matter of fact, he
concluded that all sovereigns holding supreme legislative competence legitimately must all be
ranked as legal equals among themselves. According to Bodin, then, legislative competence by some
overlord over sovereigns was legally impossible. Should, he insisted, a sovereign acknowledge the
legislative competence of a higher-ranking ruler, he was no longer sovereign. For Bodin, drawing
this conclusion was a matter of simple logic following from the definition of a sovereign as the
highest legislator. Simultaneously, Bodin even drew the further conclusion that no sovereign could
be placed under the protection of another sovereign. He admitted that powerful rulers might
articulate the desire to provide protection to less powerful sovereign rulers. Yet, he denounced such
rhetoric as pure propaganda, which barely concealed the attempt to impose control. Therefore, what
might be announced as “protection” was, in Bodin’s rendering, not genuine protection but the
destruction of the sovereignty of another ruler.93 Bodin was apparently the first theorist to combine
the conventional concept of sovereignty with the notion of the legal equality of sovereigns.
According to his theory, the sovereigns formed a kind of club, in which no member had the power
and possibility to issue commands to another member. Bodin made clear his position that there could
not be set legal norms above sovereigns and exempted from this principal rule only a few so-called
“basic laws” (lois fondamentales). Among others, he included rules of hereditary succession into the
“basic laws”, because they bound sovereigns but could not be changed at their discretion. 94
Consequently, Bodin did not position rule above the law, but insisted that legal norms binding
sovereigns could only be legislated in accordance with their will. 95 Bodin’s book, originally
published in French, thereby initially not being designed for the general European learned public,
quickly received translations into Latin and many vernacular languages and thus had tremendous
success immediately in states outside the Holy Roman Empire. In the Empire, however, the
reception of Bodin’s theory would have demanded an answer to the question, whether the Emperor
was the sole sovereign or whether the secondary rulers held sovereignty in the Empire instead of the
Emperor. Bodin’s book did feed a mainly academic debate about this question, but a formal political
decision was never reached to the end of Roman imperial rule at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.

Expanding the Law of War and Peace to America
Not just Bodin’s book, but also the progressive subjection of Native Americans to European colonial
rule stimulated the reconsideration of the possibility of deriving legal norms binding sovereigns,
specifically the law of war and peace. Up to the beginning of the sixteenth century, the
tri-continental block of Africa, Asia and Europe had formed the special base for supporting the belief
that all human beings, seemingly tantamount to the inhabitants of this land mass, were divinely
created and, despite their manifest diversity, would have the option of eventually congregating under
the control of a universal ruler. However, with the removal of the world picture displaying the
inhabitable part of the planet earth as an integrated permeable land mass, the question appeared on
the agenda of Christian theologians, whether the inhabitants of the “New World” had the moral and
legal status of human beings or whether they were purportedly “slaves by nature” living outside any
political community. Theologians began to debate answers to this question in the second decade of
the sixteenth century and continued to do so until the 1550s. A problem of the theory of the law of
war provoked the debate, namely the issue whether Cortés’s use of force for the subjection of Native
Americans to European rule was acceptable as legal and just. John Major (1470 – 1550), a
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theologian teaching in Paris, was one of the first to raise this question and provided the answer with
recourse to Aristotle’s theory that human beings outside the Greek world were “slaves by nature”.
Both for Aristotle and for Major, this concept implied perception that slaves were creatures with a
human body but not with the moral status of human beings. From Aristotle’s theory, Major drew the
conclusion that “slaves by nature” could not be bearers of rights and that the killing of “slaves by
nature” could not be a crime. He applied the theory to Native Americans, asserting, on the basis of
early European travel reports, 96 that Native Americans did not live as human beings, were
condemned to exist in hell and that, by consequence, missionary work among them was vain.97 In
making these claims, Major took issue with the edicts in the name of Pope Alexander VI, who had
mandated missionary work on the “islands and firm lands” of the “New World”.
Major’s conclusion did not remain uncontested. Thomas de Vio from Gaeta (1469
– 1534), who called himself Cajetan, was among the most influential early sixteenth-century
theologians and became Luther’s most formidable critic on the side of the Catholic Church. Cajetan
sharply attacked the theory of the “slaves by nature”, demanded the unconditional recognition of the
moral status of human beings in all parts of the globe and requested the dispatch of missionaries to
Native Americans in accordance with the papal edicts.98 Yet, Cajetan did not succeed in destroying
the theoretical basis for Major’s argument, even though Pope Paul III (1534 – 1549) renewed the
mandate for missionary work in 1537.99 Instead, Major’s theory remained in use for the legitimation
of the genocide of Native Americans100 and was taken up again by the theologian and chronicler
Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda (1490 – 1573) by the middle of the century.101 It was only missionary
Bartolomé de Las Casas, who silenced theologians supporting the theory of “slaves by nature” by
vehemently taking the position Cajetan had already argued,102 and by circulating reports about the
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dreadful fate of brutally persecuted and murdered Native Americans. When Protestants started to use
these reports to discredit the moral foundations of Catholic theological doctrine, the Catholic Church
eventually took issue with Major’s theory, but did so only after Native Americans had already
become victims of genocide. However, negative heterostereotypes about Native Americans as
allegedly intellectually feeble continued to be shared among the Catholic clergy working in
America.103
Against the backdrop of this debate, Spanish intellectuals, mainly theologians, of
the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries revisited the problem of determining criteria for the
justice of war and gave answers, which were new in several respects. These intellectuals laid down
their thoughts mainly in lectures delivered to university students and in specialised treatises of
fragmentary scope, rather than in comprehensive compendia on the law of war and peace. The
relevant work of Dominican theologian Francisco de Vitoria, teaching at the University of
Salamanca, belongs to this category of texts. During the 1530s, Vitoria raised the question whether
the Spanish conquests in America were just and included his answers in public lectures, which he
delivered on special occasions (Relectiones). His starting point was the version of the theory of the
law of war and peace that St Augustine and St Thomas Aquinas had advocated. Matter-of-factly,
Vitoria applied their theory to the “New World” and used Paulus Vladmiri’s principle to support his
statement that Native Americans, qua divine creation, had the right of settlement in their territories.
Likewise, Vitoria took for granted that Native Americans had the rights of self-government and
self-defence. The fact that they were non-Christians was due to circumstances outside their
responsibility.104 Consequently, according to Vitoria, wars against Native Americans were unjust, as
long as they were fought for the sole reason that Native Americans were non-Christians. Instead, he
insisted, the difference of religion could not serve as the cause of a just war.105 Moreover, Native
Americans had, at no time up to the Spanish conquest, done anything wrong to anyone from Spain.
Hence, the demand for the restitution of previously inflicted injustice was untenable. Thus, Vitoria
denied the possibility that elements constituting the law of war and peace could be used for the
purpose of legitimising the Spanish conquest.106 Unless he wanted to straightforwardly condemn the
conquest as unlawful, he had to resort to arguments that were not contained in the great tradition of
the law of war and peace. In order to find these arguments, he first raised the principled question of
how the criteria for the justice of war were to be determined. He based his answer to this question on
the empirical observation that, from the fourteenth century at the latest, parties to a conflict would
usually combine their preparations for a war with the publication of arguments, through which they
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sought to prove the justice of their war aims and the seeming need to use military force. Vitoria
noted that, in these cases, all warring parties proceeded in substantially the same way, although, as
enemies, they had to take positions that were mutually irreconcilable. Hence, Vitoria concluded that
it was possible for all warring parties to act upon the subjective assumption that their war aims were
just.107 Since Vitoria, then, the debate about the justice of war no longer focused on fully and wholly
negating the justice of the war aims of the enemy; instead what then mattered was the presentation of
arguments, which could support the partisan claims for the justice of the war aims more powerfully
for one party than for all others. The debate on the justice of war, thus, shifted from the province of
theologians to that of jurists.
Vitoria supplemented his observations on the promulgation of arguments in
support of just causes of wars with the demand for the recognition of two legal norms, which he
posited as “fundamental laws” binding sovereigns. The first norm concerned the ius peregrinationis,
that is, the right of movement and settlement anywhere on the surface of the planet earth.108 This
norm, self-evident anyway according the world picture enshrined in conventional world maps, was
also to be binding for the “New World”, as Vitoria insisted, for Native Americans and Spaniards
alike. According to this norm, none of the two parties was in a position to deny the ius
peregrinationis to the other one, as this right appeared to be unset and universally valid. Vitoria went
further in claiming that anyone, whose ius peregrinationis was restricted by whatever means, had the
right to resist. Vitoria included into the ius peregrinationis to the right of trade at all locations.109
Denying the right of trade provided an entitlement for the conduct of a just war. In employing the ius
peregrinationis, Vitoria used the old principle that just wars could be conducted under the goal of
seeking restitution for previously inflicted injustice, applied it to rights that had not been claimed
explicitly in the great tradition of the law of war and peace. Vitoria argued that Native Americans
had denied to Spaniards their ius peregrinationis, including the right of trade, and recognised
Spanish warfare as just to the extent that the restoration of these rights was the goal. Later
sixteenth-century theorists followed Vitoria’s argument.110 However, this argument did not suffice to
justify conquest.
In his effort to justify conquest, Vitoria referred to the papal mandate, which
imposed upon the Spanish rulers the obligation to promote the Christian mission. Vitoria did not just
rely on the edicts in the name of Pope Alexander VI, but also based himself on the theological
doctrine, which identified the obligation to undertake mission as a divine command and, in turn, was
derived from the Holy Scriptures, mainly Acts of the Apostles, chapter 2. Vitoria postulated that
Native Americans had sought to prevent Spanish missionaries from doing their work and had thereby
acted against divine will. He concluded that the use of military force was just, if it occurred for the
purpose of advancing the mission and, specifically, the protection of missionaries.111 Moreover,
Native Americans, whom Vitoria classed as “nomads”, appeared to act against the further divine
command to cultivate the soil. This argument served Vitoria as the final instrument to justify the
Spanish conquest. As, in his view, Native Americans were defying divine commands, while Spanish
settlers were acting in their fulfillment, Spanish settlers had the legal entitlement not merely to
defend themselves against aggression from the side of Native Americans but also to occupy Native
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American lands.112 Vitoria arrived at this conclusion without inquiring about the law of war and
peace current among Native Americans. In refusing to accept the principle that Native Americans
might subjectively claim justice for their defence against the Spanish conquest, Vitoria denied to
Native Americans the application of his demand that the subjective consciousness of the justice of
war should be granted to all warring parties.
Despite his revision of the theory of the law of war and peace, Vitoria remained
within the Roman tradition of the ius gentium, which he defined on the basis of the Corpus iuris
civilis.113 However, he modified the Corpus definition that ius gentium was the law common to all
humankind in accordance with natural reason (naturalis ratio). He did so by replacing the word
homines (humans) with gentes (states), while deriving the ius gentium from the ius naturale.114 The
exchange of words, for which he did not state a reason, does not support the argument that Vitoria
intended to redefine the ius gentium in a new way.115 Rather, he repeated the word gentes within his
own definition, thereby even establishing a tautology. Vitoria’s own definition then came out as a
formula, according to which the ius gentium was the law of the gentes without specifying the
meaning of the word gentes. Moreover, the fact that Vitoria did not refer to the ius civile in this
passage, followed from the lack of Vitoria’s interest in Roman municipal law in this passage. Hence,
the important message of the sentence does not consist in the somewhat clumsy replacement of the
word homines by the word gentes, but in Vitoria’s insistence that the ius gentium was part of the
more comprehensive ius naturale.
However, Vitoria’s derivation of the ius gentium from the ius naturale had the sole
purpose of showing that the ius peregrinationis was part of the ius gentium and, consequently,
common in all gentes. In support of this theory, Vitoria pointed out that all humankind considered as
inhuman the reckless treatment of guests and foreigners. The ius peregrinationis, in conjunction with
the divine command to ply the soil, was to be derived from the divinely willed natural law. The ius
peregrationis, therefore, did not have to be legislated and was binding by virtue of natural reason,
not by enforcement of a ruler. Vitoria was unequivocal in contesting that either the Emperor or the
Pope could hold the position of a legislating universal ruler.116 Hence, the ius peregrinationis was
not just part of municipal law, as ius civile, but all humans could claim it, and no one could deny it to
the Spaniards in the “New World”. In sum, Vitoria remained within the great tradition of the law of
war and peace in deriving the ius gentium from the ius naturale; yet he no longer positioned this
tradition into a theory seeking to establish the need of universal rule; rather he used the tradition to
justify the expansion of Spanish rule to America. The law of war and peace, in conjunction with the
ius gentium, continued to be derived from divine will, even though divine will did not appear to be
directly manifested through the law, but through natural reason and human customary practice. As
the papal curia, fearful of the rigidity of Vitoria’s arguments, placed Vitoria’s works on the Index.117
Hence, Vitoria was largely forgotten by the middle of the seventeenth century. Even though the
Helmstedt philosopher of Nature, physician, jurist and political theorist Hermann Conring (1606 –
1681) referred to Vitoria in his description of the Spanish state and ascribed to him the merit of
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having introduced problems of morality into jurisprudence,118 Vitoria’s writings remained outside
academic discourse about the law of war and peace up to the middle of the nineteenth century.119
At the middle of the sixteenth century, further Spanish theorists such as Fernando
Vázquez de Menchaca (1509 – 1566) proceeded like Vitoria, even though Vázquez explicitly and
sharply set the ius gentium apart from the ius civile. He did so with the argument that the ius civile
was binding only for the members of a gens and its ruler, whereas the ius gentium was binding by
virtue of its derivation from natural reason.120 Jurists, focusing on the ius civile at the time, could
even contest the validity of the basic norm of pacta sunt servanda. Franciscus Connanus (1508 –
1551), for one, believed that “promises” (promissiones) as such could not entail binding obligations,
and treaties according to the law of war and peace were such “promises” to him. Rather, Connanus
insisted, morality, not the law, obliged signatories to be considerate. The binding force of treaties
resulted from the ius gentium alone, which, he believed, was beyond human control.121
Theorists no longer regarded as self-evident the task of establishing high
thresholds for the recognition of wars as just, thereby seeking to increase the difficulties of launching
wars. Juan de la Peña, for one, censured Luther for allegedly having agitated against opposing the
Ottoman Turkish army and pointed to a passage in Luther’s 1518 critique of the practice of
indulgence.122 In this passage, Luther had complained that many people were dreaming of nothing
but joining a war against the Ottoman Turkish army and that the Catholic Church was benefiting
from these desires through the issue of letters of indulgence. Peña then condemned Luther for having
tried to prevent the conduct of a just war against the Ottoman Turkish Sultan. A little later, he then
even found that not merely a war against the Ottoman Turkish Sultan was just, but every war of
Christians against Protestants.123 According to this theological doctrine, Christian rulers did not
even have to bother to argue why the wars they were fighting among themselves, should be just.

The Emergence of the Concept of the Law among States
Jurist Alberico Gentili (1552 – 1608), Protestant emigré in England and Professor of Law at the
University of Oxford, restated Vitoria’s theory of war in a more precise version at the turn towards
the seventeenth century. At that time, Gentili belonged to the very few theorists, who laid down their
thoughts in specialised academic monographs. Among them are his treatises on the law of diplomatic
envoys (1594) and on the law of war (1598), a defense of the position the English government took
in its war against Spain (c. 1605) and a volume of collected studies about special issues of the theory
of the law of war and peace (1605). Gentili intended to treat the law of war comprehensively and, in
order to do so, he began, different from Vitoria, with a formal definition of war. In analogy to the
court trial, Gentili equated war with the “just contest with public weapons”, which two equals
undertake in order to gain victory as if war was a duel among legal equals (publicorum armorum
iusta contentio quod inter duas aequales de victoria contenditur), (principes bellum gerunt). Gentili
further specified that “only sovereigns conduct war”.124 Thus, according to Gentili as already to
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Bodin, all sovereigns could enter into just wars. Nevertheless, launching a war required specific
justification, because, Gentili insisted, sovereigns did not have the competence to conduct just wars
without justification.125 In cases, where both contending parties were claiming justice for their
campaigns, it was not possible to decide whose claims were just and, by consequence, human insight
could not reveal the justice of contending claims. 126 Like Vitoria, Gentili acknowledged the
principle that the perception of the justice of war was subjective, while adding that the
insurmountable subjectivity of mutually exclusive perceptions of justice was the inevitable result of
the recognition of the sovereign equality of all warring parties. He derived this specification of war
neither from Roman law nor from natural law theory but from the work of the jurist Baldus de
Ubaldis (c. 1327 – 1400).127
On the basis his definition of war, Gentili demanded that victors of wars had to
apply restraints in their dealings with the vanquished, as wars could not be conducted to the
complete destruction of one warring party.128 Like Vitoria, Gentili further assumed that wars could
not be undertaken for causes resulting from differences of religious beliefs.129 He also argued that
wars could not come about by dictates of nature, that, therefore, there could not be natural or
archenemies and that this principle applied to the Ottoman Turkish Sultan as to all other warring
sovereigns. According to Gentili, the Sultan was not a natural enemy of Christians but had to be
opposed because he appeared to attack Christians. This is the same argument, applied to the Sultan,
which Vitoria had used in his justification of Spanish wars against Native Americans in their alleged
pursuit of some right to trade. However, Gentili vehemently rejected the conclusion that Vitoria had
applied to Native Americans. He accused the Spaniards of fraud, insisting that they had proclaimed
the establishment of the freedom of trade as their war aim merely as a pretext for conquest pure and
simple.130 Instead, Gentili explicitly conceded to sovereigns the right to regulate trade. Thus, the
government of China, in his view, rightfully restricted access by foreign traders to border areas but
kept them out of the interior of the state under its control. He would admit only purposeful
disturbance of trading activities as the just cause of a war over trading issues. Hence, he claimed,
war was just against sovereigns refusing to end a war, which obstructed trade.131 He added that the
ocean could not be closed to seafaring, because it was open to all humankind, and even included
coastal zones, rivers and river banks. This norm, he concluded, was valid, because nature had
allocated neither air nor the water of rivers to the property of individuals.132 However, he did
exempt from these norms so-called coastal waters up to a range of one hundred nautical miles and
placed them under the exclusive control of the sovereign over adjacent territory.133
Questions regarding accessibility of oceanic waters loomed large also in
controversies about the binding force of the Treaty of Tordesillas of 1494 beyond the two contracting
parties. The main issue of the controversies was the papal competence to acknowledge titles to
sovereign rule. Both in his capacity as Spanish king and as Roman Emperor, Charles I/V tried,
without success, to enforce access restrictions vis-à-vis subjects of King Francis I of France and
based these measures on the Treaty of Tordesillas.134 But these measures remained questionable.
Through the edicts in his name, Pope Alexander VI had not granted an investiture in the sense of the
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issue of an entitlement to rule. He could not have done so because the island worlds Columbus had
visited had never stood under papal jurisdiction before. If at all any ruler in Europe could have
issued a privilege of rule, this ruler could only have been the Roman Emperor, provided Bartolus’s
theory of universal rule applied. But the Emperor had not acted. Moreover, the edicts did not give
legal expression to a donation in the sense of Roman law. They could not have done so, because at
the time, when the papal curia issued the edicts, it did not hold possession over the territories to
which the edicts referred. But this was a necessary condition in terms of Roman law, which only
allowed donations of things that were in the donor’s actual possession. According to this logic and
contrary to the view that Metellus had taken, the Pope had no possibility of sanctioning defiance
against the papal edicts in favour of the “Catholic Kings”, and all sovereigns not bound by the Treaty
of Tordesillas were free to access the ocean as they pleased. King Francis I and his successors
replied applied this logic against Charles I and Philipp II as rulers over Spain. Thus, the peace
agreements of Crépy (1544)135 and Cateau-Cambrésis (1559)136 featured passages confirming the
privilege of unrestricted access to the ocean to Francis I and his successor Henry II (1547 – 1559).
Already in 1576, jurist John Dee (1527 – 1608) in England even stated matter-of-factly that natural
law was the basis, on which the “British Empire” (Brytanici Imperii) existed, that the “British
Empire” was thereby positioned outside the range of any papal edict that might have been issued,
and that natural law guaranteed the expansion of English rule across the ocean.137 And, through the
British-Spanish peace treaty of 1604, King Philipp III of Spain (1598 – 1621) accepted British trade
on the ocean, in territorial waters and everywhere on land, where English merchants had been
engaged in trading activities in 1588.138 The latter stipulation included the freedom of British
merchants to cross the ocean and trade in America. But the treaty did not explicitly cover British
penetration into Asian waters and the “South Sea” and kept the Spanish monopoly of the slave trade
between Africa and America. British merchants responded quickly to the newly available
possibilities and founded the society of London Merchant Adventurers already in 1606 with the goal
of establishing colonial settlements on American soil. The society received a royal privilege referring
to these settlements as a “colony” and mandated colonists to build a “plantation” at their “habitation”.
The privilege formed the legal basis for the foundation of a settlement at Jamestown.139 Other
British merchants, focusing their commercial interests on trade with South Asia, were not ready to
sacrifice their plans by abidance to the British-Spanish peace treaty of 1604, as they had already in
1600 received a privilege from Queen Elizabeth I to set up an East India Company.140 The Spanish
administration did not perform better in preventing Dutch merchants from establishing trade
relations with South and Southeast Asia. At that time, the United Netherlands were at war with the
King of Spain, so that contractual obligations did not exist anyway. In 1602, the government of the
United Netherlands used this opportunity to unite various local East India companies into the United
East India Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, VOC) and to issue a trading privilege
for it.141
Like Vitoria, Gentili defined the ius gentium in accordance with Roman law. Like
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Vitoria, he quoted from the Corpus iuris civilis, but did so faithfully to the text, and insisted that all
gentes used the ius gentium.142 He did not assume that the ius gentium had resulted from voluntary
agreement among all gentes. This assumption, he contended, was neither necessary, as the ius
gentium existed in accordance with divinely willed natural reason, nor possible, because the
“innumerable” gentes would not be able to bring about such agreement due to the diversity of their
languages and customs. Moreover, Gentili, suggested, the ius gentium was unwritten and customary
and, in these respects, was positioned above the will of rulers.143 Rulers, he concluded, were above
state municipal law but subject to divine as well as natural law and the ius gentium (Princeps ... quid
absolutus; nec absolutus legibus Dei, naturæ, gentium. Princeps ... supra ius, scilicet ciuile; infra ius
scilicet naturale et gentium).144 Hence, despite numerous controversies about topical political issues,
Catholic and Protestant theorists jointly remained within the great tradition of the law of war and
peace and postulated the validity of the tradition, even if they no longer tied it to the confidence in
the law-enforcing capability of the universal ruler.
At the turn towards the seventeenth century, theologian Francisco Suárez (1548 –
1617) attempted a systematic survey of the debates that had taken place about the law of war and
peace during the sixteenth century. For his survey, he applied a method, which the logician Pierre La
Ramée (Petrus Ramus, 1515 – 1572) had proposed around the middle of the century. La Ramée had
suggested that authors should describe the world as a whole or any of its parts in such a way that
they divided them first in two mutually exclusive categories. As far as possible, the categories should
not allow an intermediate position, so that all aspects under review should fall into either of the two
categories, for example the opposition between animate beings and inanimate things. These large
and hierarchically superior categories should then become subdivided into progressively smaller
units, until no further divisions were logically possible.145 The term “system” came into use for this
ordering scheme, so that a systematic definition had to emerge from the skillful and logically
consistent process of partitioning things of the world into ever smaller units and establishing a
hierarchical order among these units. Early seventeenth century scholars took this hierarchical order,
once it had been composed, to be inalterable, as it appeared to have resulted solely from the
application of formal logic.146 Suárez applied this method to the law. In the theoretical literature on
basic aspects of the law available to him, he detected the tripartite division of law into ius naturale,
ius gentium and ius civile. Within this scheme, the ius gentium appeared to be positioned between the
ius naturale, derived from divine will, and the ius civile, resulting from human action. Suárez took
this tripartite scheme to be imperfect, as it did not appear to conform to La Ramée’s pure doctrine.
According to this doctrine, Suarez pointed out, law as a whole should be divided into ius naturale
and ius civile, without allowing the ius gentium to operate as an intermediate category. At the second
level of the hierarchy, Suárez assigned to the ius naturale norms valid either for all living beings or
only for humankind, with ius gentium being the term for the latter. 147 Like sixteenth-century
theorists, he took this term from Roman law.
Suárez proceeded to discuss the problem whether the divinely willed ius naturale
was to be considered valid for all living beings. He pointed to various arguments against this
perspective. One of these arguments was that human action was subject to certain restrictions, such
as the prohibition of incest, which would not apply to animals. That being so, the prohibition of
incest would have to be included under the ius gentium, but this inclusion would be totally absurd.148
From this argument, Suárez drew the conclusion that the conceptual difference between ius naturale
and ius gentium made sense only under the condition that both fields of law applied to humankind
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alone, and proposed to categorise ius naturale as divinely willed and ius gentium as human willed
law.149 He then specified three further factors separating ius naturale from ius gentium; first, the ius
gentium, in contradistinction against the ius naturale, would not prohibit anything that was per se
evil, rather, it would contain statutes prohibiting what was to be classed as evil; second, the divinely
willed ius naturale, in Suárez’s view, was completely unchangeable, whereas the ius gentium might
be changed, because it resulted from human will; third, the ius naturale, contrary to the ius gentium,
was principally valid for all humankind, even if it might be left unapplied due to human error and
lack of faith; yet non-believers could not be forced to abide by the divinely willed ius naturale, but,
according to Suárez, had to be led to accept it through sermons and theological disputations.150 By
contrast, the ius gentium, Suárez thought, agreed with the ius naturale in the respect that, unlike the
ius civile, it was unwritten. But, he insisted, even unwritten law could result from human will (ius
gentium esse positivum humanum).151 Finally, Suárez, contrary to his predecessors, differentiated
between two sub-categories within the ius gentium; first, the law valid among all gentes, irrespective
of the contents of its stipulations; second, the law, which states observed among themselves
(civitates vel regna intra se observant) to regulate the relations among themselves. Suarez included
into the latter sub-category the law of diplomatic envoys, trade law, and the right to war as well as
the law of the making of truces and peace agreements.152 With regard to the first sub-category, he
remained within the Roman legal tradition, but in introducing the second sub-category, he became
one of the first theorists to define the law of relations among states as a distinct assemblage of
municipal legal norms, which were mutually compatible nevertheless and valid in most states.
Suárez’s definition came close to that of the law among states (ius inter gentes), at the same time
including an overarching the law of war and peace. Yet he lacked a word for this concept, with
which he parted from the great tradition of the law of war and peace. He did so because the law
among states, as he categorised it, did not flow from divine will, neither directly not indirectly, but
exclusively from reasonable human action without the involvement of rulers as legislators. Hence,
the validity of the law among states did not result from the will of some higher agent but, so to speak,
as the contingent effect of the operation of natural reason and, by virtue of so being, was universal.
According to Suárez, the law among states, as the result of natural reason, was binding for all
humankind, including sovereigns. As he conceived it, the law among states was in need neither of
purposeful acts of legislation nor of enforcement mechanisms. Yet, despite these innovations among
conceptualisation, Suárez stuck to the conventions in his statements on the justice of war. With
regard to these statements, he repeated Vitoria and Gentili in restricting the right to war to sovereigns
(bellum inter duos principes vel duas republicas), positioning war as targeted against peace and
solely justifying war as a sequence of acts in pursuit of the restitution of previously inflicted
injustice.153

Theories about the Establishment of Rule and the Perception of the World as an Ordered System
At the turn towards the seventeenth century, when theorists proposed the concept of the unwritten
law among states, which was not derived from divine will but resulted from natural reason, they
were in need of explaining, how this law could arise in view of the manifold conflictual relations
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among governments and other types of power-holders. For efforts to solve this problem, they could
draw on a contemporary movement then attracting many intellectuals. Protagonists of this movement
argued that the world as a whole was a stable, hierarchically ordered system of interconnected units.
In the perspective of these intellectuals, nature was itself ordered and comprised the entirety of
inanimate things and animated beings, including even ruling institutions, which, by the apparent
command of nature, could not be creidited with the power of jeopardising the system. One of the
protagonists of the movement, the Leiden historian and philologist Justus Lipsius (1547 – 1606),
who built on his work on texts extant from Ancient Roman philosophers and historians, notably the
younger Seneca (1 – 65 CE) and Tacitus. In the 1580s, he proposed a political theory focused on the
state as a political community. He advocated his political theory through the then popular textual
genre of the Politica as a type of academic literature, which combined practical advice with the
discussion of principled institutional aspects of state and the moral responsibility of rulers. Contrary
to jurists and theologians, Lipsius chose a plain language for the explication of his political theory
through simple maxims. These Politica emerged as the standard medium of political theory in the
course of the seventeenth century, and Lipsius then ranked among the most popular authors of this
textual genre. The principal idea informing his political theory was that of constancy (constantia), to
which he dedicated an entire monograph. By constancy he meant a general moral quality manifest in
firmly established goals and indefatigable determination to accomplish these goals, combined with
the flexibility to adapt to conditions emanating from the human environment. Specifically, Lipsius
demanded constancy in this sense from sovereign rulers, whom he imagined as monarchs in the first
place.154 Lipsius also classed states as durable institutions which sovereigns were entitled to control,
thereby defining states as lasting political communities that were not dependent on the moods or
capabilities of their rulers.155 Using the fourteenth-century theory of the government covenant,
Lipsius traced the origin of these political communities back to a voluntary, yet irrevocable contract
to the end of establishing government.156 However, for Lipsius as a theorist working in the late
sixteenth-century Netherlands, unlike earlier theorists, the theory of the government covenant was
not the subject of mere philosophical speculation. Instead, Lipsius could rely on the established
practice of the conclusion of actual contracts, among them the early sixteenth-century agreement
between the Duke and the Estates of Württemberg in the Holy Roman Empire.157 In Lipsius’s own
time, the leaders of the then ongoing Dutch rebellion against Spanish rule referred to the Great
Privilege, through which Mary Duchess of Burgundy, daughter of Duke Charles the Bold (1467 –
1477) and wife of the Habsburg heir Maximilian I, had guaranteed rights of freedom to Burgundian
aristocrats in 1477.158 During the second half of the sixteenth century, the Dutch rebels claimed that
the King of Spain had unjustly revoked these freedom privileges. They argued that the establishment
of the autonomy of the Dutch Estates as “States General” by way of concluding a new government
contracl was the legal act of restoring the ancient freedom privileges. In the perspective of the Dutch
rebels, then, the newly concluded government contract was replacing the existing, seemingly unjust
rule.159 That the Dutch rebels opted for a republican form of government state against existing
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monarchical rule brought Lipsius as a professed monarchist into conflict not only with his own
views but also with the leaders of the rebellion. However, the political decisions of the rebels did not
affect Lipsius’s basic conviction that states were political communities that resulted not from divine
will but from human activity and were stable institutions nevertheless. In so far, he indirectly
endorsed the arguments, which the rebel leaders levelled against King Philipp II of Spain.160 Due to
their wide circulation, Lipsius’s Politica boosted the popularity of the theory of the government
covenant.161 Moreover, Lipsius integrated Bodin’s theory of sovereignty into the theory of the
government covenant and concluded that rulers as sovereigns could be subject neither to the law of
other states nor to alterable legal norms above states, no matter of what origin they might be. Yet,
Lipsius did acknowledge the empirical fact that relations among states, even in war, were under the
rule of unset, that is, natural law.
At this point, Lipsius’s political theory of constancy converged with the theory of
relations among states. Thus, he gave voice to the principle that all sovereigns could start wars at
their own discretion, whereas they could only terminate wars through peace agreements with their
enemies. Like contemporary theorists of the law of war and peace, Lipsius continued to apply the
Augustinian paradigmatic sequence of peace, war and again peace. As he took the existence of this
paradigm for granted, he obliged sovereigns to limit the tactical means deployed in wars to levels
that would not principally obstruct options of the restoration of peace among warring parties.162
Lipsius thus argued an ethics of self-constraint, which he, like Suárez, derived from the commands
of natural reason. From his ethics of self-constraint, he derived the further request that sovereigns
should voluntarily subject themselves to the law among states, even though no one could force them
to do so. Sooner or later, Lipsius expected, sovereigns would realise that abiding by the law among
states was in their own well-understood self-interest. Hence, Lipsius followed the great tradition of
the law of war and peace, according to which this law existed, even though it was not enforceable
through sovereign acts. But Lipsius conceived of the law in war as a feature of the world, which was
ordered by nature. In his political theory, the law of war and peace as a whole was a set of legal
norms that were self-enforcing by natural reason and the ethics of self-constraint. The binding force
of the law of war and peace as part of the wider law among states, according to Lipsius, resulted
from the insight, informed by natural reason, that the world existed in a durable order and that
constancy should shape human action. Contemporary theorists, such as the Gdansk schoolmaster
Bartholomäus Keckermann (c. 1572 – 1608), applied La Ramée’s methodology in analyses of the
world as a naturally willed system of hierarchicallyordered and lasting systems, into which he
subsumed political communities.163
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The Ordered World and War
The perception of the world as a well-ordered system of systems did not remain confined to political
theory but also impacted on the theory and practice of war early in the sixteenth century. In 1521,
Niccolò Machiavelli (1469 – 1527), between 1506 and 1512 in charge of the defense of his native
city of Florence, published a printed version of ordering tables, which, he thought, would allow the
speedy composition and maneuvering of rank-and-file contingents of recruited militiamen.164 These
contingents were to integrate into one single tactical formation bearers of various types of weapons,
mainly pikemen handling long offensive weapons and defensive shield-bearers, under the joint
command of the leader of the contingent. Determining what the best proportion of the numbers of
the various weapons bearers ought to be and how the militiamen in the contingent could be moved,
appeared to require elaborate mathematical calculations. Machiavelli hoped that through these
calculations, commanders could ensure the continuation of the order of the contingents even under
the constraints of battle and wars could then be conducted according to strategic plans.165
Machiavelli based the conception of his ordering scheme on tactical formations
that Swiss warriors had practiced in their three victorious battles against Duke Charles the Bold of
Burgundy at Grandson (1476), Murten (1477) and Nancy (1477). Swiss warriors had fought these
battles in large contingents mainly of pikemen and few bearers of portable firearms and, retaining
their combat order in the course of the battles, had overwhelmed Charles’s highly mobile fighting
force supported by an arsenal of highly sophisticated technical weapons. Machiavelli’s ordering
scheme became a standard feature of sixteenth-century military literature166 and promoted the
careful strategic planning not merely of battles, but of entire wars. Subsequent theorists produced
comprehensive calculations for large contingents of warriors, with one treatise presenting ordering
schemes for contingents of 70.000 men.167 Already Machiavelli himself supported his demand that
battles and even wars should become calculable, with the assertion that armies in the Roman
Imperium of Antiquity had been successful due to the constant practice of military drill and the strict
enforcement of discipline.168 In numerous printed works, historians and theorists of war praised the
allegedly insurmountable strength of Ancient Roman armies and claimed that the maintenance of the
order of contingents as tactical formations, together with discipline169 as the regulated action of
every single warrior, ought to recognised as core factors of planned and ordered wars and, if
consistently applied, the prime condition of victory. 170 Justus Lipsius as well produced a
two-volume treatise on military theory, praising the order and discipline of Ancient Roman
armies.171 Lipsius belonged to the educators of Prince Maurice of Orange (1567 – 1625), who
served as the military commander of the Dutch rebels from 1584 to his death. Maurice inherited the
idea of order, while applying it in a novel fashion. Against the Spanish army, which practiced the
conventional approach of leading large integrated contingents into battle, Maurice positioned small
mobile units, which he arrayed like chessboard figures. These small units could advance forcefully,
164
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but they could also turn and move in various directions on the battle field in attempts to jeopardise
the order of the enemy. Maurice employed these tactics to overcome the Spanish contingents during
the Battle of Nieuwpoort on 2 July 1600. The outcome of this battle appeared to confirm the doctrine
that the maintenance of order in battle was the core condition of victory.172
From the late fifteenth century, the same effort to preserve order in war also
informed the practice of surrounding entire towns and cities with spacious geometrically shaped
enceintes of stone, fitted with mortar. These fortifications were primarily built against heavy artillery,
but beyond these tactical considerations also visualised the intention of constructing buildings in
accordance with geometrical patterns, once again following Ancient Roman precedent. Roman
models thus not only came to be used in civilian but also in military architecture.173 Henceforth, a
town or a city ranked as well protected, wherever and whenever it was possible to lay around it a
geometrically shaped fortification. Maurice of Orange, for one, entrusted to his fortification architect
Simon Stevin (1548/9 – 1620) that he was spending sleepless nights, when the landscape would not
permit him to design a fortress according to geometrical patterns. The demands of aesthetics dictated
to Maurice the needs of military planning.174
Maintaining order and keeping discipline were also the main goals of setting and
enforcing the law in war, which sovereigns, their appointed commanders and field marshals sought
to accomplish through articles of war. Current since the twelfth century, articles of war became a
flourishing genre of legal texts, complementing the theoretical literature from the fifteenth century.
Through both textual genres, authors sought to regulate wars and promote abidance by the law in
war.175 Following the tradition, warriors were obliged to swear that they would respect the articles
of war. During the sixteenth century, articles of war and theoretical war literature became combined
into voluminous war manuals, such as those written by Duke Albrecht of Brandenburg (1525 –
1568)176 or popular textbook author Lienhart Fronsperger (c. 1520 – 1575).177 Efforts to subject the
conduct of war to legal norms enhanced the conceptual distinction between combatants and
non-combatants. The latter ought to be protected against combatants, as long as they remained
peaceful and did not take up weapons. Infringements against articles of war could entail severe
punishments, often no less brutal than the crime they were intended to sanction.
Obviously, these norms of the law in war could prevent neither gross excesses of
violence nor attacks on non-combatants, such as the notorious Sack of Rome of 1527. At that time,
marauding warriors in service of Emperor Charles V, who had defeated King Francis I of France two
years before, at their own discretion, marched to Rome to plunder the treasures of the city. They
even took Pope Clement VII prisoner. It took several months, before a hastily assembled relief corps
could end the regime of terror of the soldatesca.178 Nevertheless, the collections of legal norms of
the law in war as well as the treatises on military theory should not be downgraded to mere
propaganda. They did disseminate the image of war as an ordered and planned sequence of events.
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At the turn towards the seventeenth century, the market for writings on military theory expanded
exponentially, as ever more rulers and high-ranking military commanders turned into readers of and
writers on military matters, the printed book thus becoming the medium of debate over things
military. The popularity of printed military literature at the turn towards the seventeenth century
reflected the intensified debate about the most appropriate way of regulating war. Members of the
House of Orange in the Netherlands and their relatives and alliance partners within the Holy Roman
Empire and elsewhere in Europe prominently participated in this debate.179 Theorists in service of or
influenced by the House of Orange advocated the proposition that wars could become plannable
through the enforcement of order and discipline through the regular training of warriors, whom they
recruited as militiamen.180
Commanders received instruction to read specialised military literature. German
relatives of the House of Orange together with the King of France and even military entrepreneurs
such as Albrecht von Wallenstein (1583 – 1634) established military academies at Siegen in 1613,181
at Metz in 1610182 and at Gitschin in 1624,183 in order to promote not only the general education of
commanders in mathematics, classical languages, law and philosophy but also the training in
theoretical aspects of strategy and tactics. Rulers thus professionalised the military through the
medium of the book, even though the seventeenth-century military academies closed after only a few
years in operation.

The Ordered World and the Regulation of Peace
The law of peace in conjunction with the practice of diplomacy displayed even more
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straightforwardly efforts towards the preservation of order. From the beginning of the sixteenth
century, several intellectuals proposed projects of constituting general peace through a multilateral
treaty under the law among states. Carrying on the tradition of the fifteenth-century Humanist
Complaints of Peace (Querelae Pacis) by Andrea Biglia of 1423/24184 and Sebastian Brant (1457/8
– 1521) of 1499,185 the then Rotterdam based scholar Desiderius Erasmus (1466 – 1536), in 1517,
composed yet another plan of a future general peace. He wrote this plan for Charles I, who was just
in the process of taking up his office as King of Aragón, at the request from Charles’s Burgundian
chancellery. 186 Like fifteenth-century critics of warfare, Erasmus commented harshly on
contemporary military practice, which he chasticed as excessively violent and for which he could
find no justification. Erasmus concluded his Complaint with the demand that sovereigns should enter
into a treaty about the general peace, not ending a specific war with no more than a fragile peace
agreement but abolishing war once and forever. In submitting his demand to Charles I, Erasmus
drew on the treaty, which the Republic of Venice had made with the so-called Holy League between
Ferrara, Milan, Naples and the Vatican on 7 August 1484 on the establishment of a general peace as
the foundation for a good life.187 Erasmus combined his demand for the general peace with the
request that sovereigns should henceforth oblige themselves to the settlement of their disputes
through arbitration rather than through war. Contrary to George of Podebrad’s similar proposal,
Erasmus’s Complaint had no connection with plans for a Crusade.
Charles I/V as well as his sometime friends King Henry VIII of England and King
Francis I of France took up Erasmus’s proposal and indeed signed a general peace treaty in London
on 2 October 1518. The treaty did not end a war and served the sole purpose of abolishing war as
such. Charles’s grandfather Maximilian I as Emperor and the Pope acceded to the treaty. 188
Although the treaty did not result in changes of practical politics among the signatory parties, it
remained an issue in diplomatic negotiations, in the course of which the parties mutually accused
one another of having acted in breach of the agreement.189 It was not until the victory of Charles’s
army over Francis I at Pavia in 1525 that the treaty vanished from diplomatic agenda. Thus, while
the treaty did not usher in a general peace policy, it did put on record two principal peace perceptions,
which the signatories shared. In the first place, they agreed on the expectation that general peace was
possible as the object of legally binding agreements among sovereigns, seen as capable of subjecting
themselves to some kind of higher order. Second, this order seemed to emerge from human
regulatory action. Peace continued to appear as the divinely willed natural condition of the world,
but human activity could lay the legal foundations, on which peace might no longer be broken and
thereby exist in “perpetuity”. Hence, the signatories understood their general peace treaty of 1518 as
the starting point of a process, at the end of which the “perpetual” peace of the world at large would
come about through human legislative action. The treaty thus anticipated in legal terms Justus
Lipsius’s later ethics of self-constraint. Subsequently, intellectuals expanded the logic of the treaty of
184
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1518, retrieved from Ancient Roman law the doctrine that the Latin word pax for peace was derived
from the root pactio for treaty, and postulated that peace could and even had to emerge from
purposeful human action. In agreement with the Augustinian peace theology, they regarded the
perpetuity of peace as the given condition of human existence and, in addition, urged sovereigns to
make sure that they concluded treaties with the genuine intention to maintain peace rather than
seeking to prevent someone from unreasonably breaking peace.190
When he took office as King of Aragón and as Roman Emperor, Charles I/V
identified himself as the bringer of peace, but, upon his abdication in 1555 had to admit that he had
not been able to fulfill the task to which he had committed himself. On the occasion of an assembly
of Burgundian Estate representatives at Brussels in October 1555, where he designated his son
Philipp as successor as King of Spain and ruler of the Netherlands, he complained under tears that
his enemies had not allowed him to execute his task as the bringer of peace.191 In the main, this
complaint was sheer propaganda, yet its effects rested on the established expectation that the
Emperor should succeed as an apostle of peace. In so far, Charles’s complaint was tantamount to the
admission of failure with regard to his core duty as Emperor, even though he tried to blame his
enemies for the failure.
The general peace agreements of 1484 and 1518 followed the “composite”
procedure of treaty-making. Hence, professional diplomats negotiated them before submitting them
to approval by sovereigns or their chancelleries. In this respect, the treaties in themselves gave
testimony of the increasing impact professional emissaries were gaining on the relations among
states.192 By the sixteenth century, European diplomats habitually performed their duties within
standing missions, which were interconnecting sovereigns into mutual relations within an
increasingly tight network. The range of the network signalled the extension of the system, within
which relations among states were usually being maintained. During the sixteenth century, the
system excluded Russia and Ethiopia, even though special missions were exchanged on occasions.193
Yet, the system included areas under the control of the Ottoman Turkish Sultan, albeit against
opposition on the Christian side,194 as well as Muslim sovereigns under Ottoman suzerainty in North
Africa. 195 The inclusion of Muslim sovereigns into the network of European diplomats is
documented in various agreements, among them the treaty of 4 August 1535 between Charles I/V
and “King” (Emir) Muley Hassan of Tunis196 and the treaties between the ruler of Hormuz and the
King of Portugal of September 1507 and 15 July 1523.197 Moreover, King Francis I of France met
envoys from Tunis in 1533 and agreed on the draft of an alliance agreement with Sultan Suleiman
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the Magnificent in February 1535. The latter treaty obliged both sides consider “the wellbeing and
repose brought through peace” against “the molestations resulting from war” and to give preference
to the former over the latter. In accordance with the Muslim tradition of the law of war and peace,
the treaty was to be valid only for the lifetime of the signatory rulers. It stipulated the accreditation
of the standing French mission at the Sublime Porte, the freedom of trade and the freedom of
religious practice for French subjects and their immunity against cadi jurisdiction, that is, the
concession of consular jurisdiction to the French side in areas under the control of the Sultan.198
Both sides regarded the draft of the treaty as valid, despite its lack of ratification. Envoys shuttled
between Istanbul and Paris. In 1547, Sultan Suleiman even proposed a peace agreement to King
Ferdinand I and suggested that the King’s brother, Emperor Charles V, should be included in the
arrangement. 199 The Republic of Venice followed French precedent and entered into treaty
obligations with the Sultan regarding the safety of Venetian ships and their crews.200 Likewise, the
ratified French-Turkish treaty of 20 May 1604 provided for the inviolability of French diplomatic
envoys and guaranteed the safety of French ships as well as their crews.201 Further agreements
stipulating the Turkish concession of consular jurisdiction followed during the late sixteenth and the
early seventeenth century.202 In recognition of this practice of the making of agreements among
Muslim and Christian rulers, theologian Seraphim de Freitas, among other scholars, restated the
position early in the seventeenth century that every state could enter into agreements with every
other state, where it might be. Hence, treaties ought to be considered valid across the boundaries of
religion and ought to be implemented, with the sole exception that legal entitlements necessitated
their abrogation. Freitas classed the lack of fulfillment of treaty obligations as the cause of a just
war.203
Within the systemic network of inter-state relations, diplomatic envoys moved in
an arena that was regulated by legal norms, albeit insufficiently. One of these norms continued to
constitute the capability of sending and receiving diplomatic missions as the exclusive privilege of
sovereigns, if diplomats were to be commissioned to enter into “public” negotiations. Diplomatic
envoys were to be authorised to speak on behalf of the sending sovereigns, including the authority to
submit a declaration of war.204 As transmitters of bad news they continued to be placed under
special protection of their own integrity as well as of their property, as already in Ancient Near
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Eastern times, 205 with the proviso that they did not take up weapons by themselves. 206 This
guarantee covered, at least in terms of theory, immunity against criminal accusations at their
destinations. On the Muslim side, the command that emissaries were inviolable was enshrined in the
Qur’an. When, for example, the French envoys Antonio Rincon and Cesare Fregoso were murdered
on the River Po in July 1541, the crime was immediately accepted as despicable, precisely because
the two diplomats had been on their way to Istanbul.207 In practice, however, the decision was left to
sovereigns whether to expel or to imprison diplomats, who had been found to have committed some
crime or had otherwise acted unprofessionally. For one, King Francis I, in 1528, had Antoine
Perrenot de Granvelle (1517 – 1586), an imperial emissary, arrested, simply because the diplomat
had enraged the King. In 1569 and again in 1572, Elizabeth I had two Spanish diplomats thrown into
prison under the charge that they had planned assassination attempts against the Queen. In 1563, the
English emissary in France ended in prison, because he was accused of having joined with followers
of Jean Calvin in a plot against the King of France. But, even if prison sentences were imposed, the
culprits somehow regularly succeeded in escaping from prison fairly quickly. During the second half
of the seventeenth century, a theorist of diplomacy, well-versed in matters of diplomatic practice,
extracted from these cases the rule that envoys should not commit themselves to acts, which nature
abhorred, and should face just sanctions for violations of the law.208 However, such breaches of the
law were not to be raised to the level of serious threats for the maintenance of relations among states
within the system.
The practice of keeping standing missions demanded the conceptualisation of
further legal norms regulating the activities of diplomats. As state representatives in standing
missions, their foremost duty at their destinations was to report whatever they heard and saw.
However, the most highly desired pieces of information often were not available on regular news
markets but flew through informal secret channels. Hence, specifically standing diplomats were
usually suspected of spying. Suspicions such as these opened the legal question what had to happen
with emissaries having charged with espionage. Moreover, in order to spark turmoil in state intrigues,
envoys sometimes committed acts of murder or high treason by themselves or provoked others to do
so. Thus the first task was to establish the legal norm which prohibited diplomatic envoys from
spying and outlawed support of rebellions. Theorists quickly accomplished agreement on the
principle that, in such cases, diplomats should retain their immunity against criminal persecution but
should be expelled. Yet, theorists knew well that this norm would not be enforceable under all
circumstances.209 Indeed, it took considerable time to transfer norms such as this from the realm of
legal theory into the practice of the conduct of relations among states.
A further problem arose with regard to postal services. Standing diplomats could
execute their duty of reporting solely by way of sending written texts. As these messages contained
relevant or even crucial information, diplomatic correspondence thus had to be carried back and
forth between receiving and sending states, with these messages raising interest and attention among
the transmitters as well as among rulers in control of territories through which the messages might
have to pass. In order to protect their messages, senders would regularly seal their letters. The art of
intercepting messages then consisted primarily in the skill to open sealed letters in ways assuring
that the recipient remained unaware of the interception and the breach of secrecy. Intercepting
diplomats thus were not only in need of techniques of cautiously opening envelops but also had to
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have the capability of imitating seals. Although the interception and opening of diplomatic
correspondence were recognised as unlawful acts, full protection against unauthorised access to
diplomatic correspondence was impossible, even if the Duke of Modena established a special postal
service only for diplomatic correspondence as early as in the fifteenth century. One remedy, applied
in the Arab world already in the thirteenth century, was the use of cipher (cryptography), for which
some scholars published printed keys early in the sixteenth century.210 More importantly, the sheer
quantity of diplomatic reports issued from standing missions, entailed the further demand that the
receiving sovereigns had to establish special bureaucracies capable of deciphering, reading and
evaluating incoming messages. These bureaucracies had to be staffed with reliable and sufficiently
competent persons, so that critical information contained in the messages would not be leaked but
allowed to impact on political decision-making. Specialised offices housing these bureaucracies
came into existence first in Northern Italian cities, with Venice again taking the lead. From 1425, the
Venetian Senate regularly kept archives of incoming diplomatic correspondence (relazioni al
Senato).211 In other states, the same practice of continuous record keeping for diplomatic messages
began at the turn towards the sixteenth century. The earliest special agency for foreign affairs was
the Russian posolski prikaz, set up in 1549, even though the Russian Czar maintained few standing
missions at that time. From the 1540s, the activity of diplomatic envoys became the object of
elaborate theoretical treatises penned by jurists and theologians.212
The increase in the numbers of standing diplomats raised the further problem of
the settlement of the expenditures for missions. The dispatching sovereigns commonly took the view
that the envoys themselves had to settle their budgets. Only on occasions, the papal curia paid for the
nuncios it sent out. In a few cases, receiving sovereigns paid for envoys accredited at their courts.
But the latter practice quickly resulted in suspicions that receiving sovereigns might use their
payments to bribe foreign diplomats. Under these financial constraints, going on a diplomatic
mission was not always a pleasant task, which many a Venetian appeared to have sought to avoid.
Already in 1401, the Senate issued the prohibition of the compensation for fines that had been
demanded from people refusing to go on a mission.213 The lack of regular payments of envoys from
sovereigns’ budgets led diplomats to consider their missions not merely in political but also
commercial terms. Many of them devised their activities during missions not only under the goal of
receiving compensation for their expenditures but also with the hope of gaining profits for their
private purses. As most diplomats undertook private businesses, while they were on missions, such
activities did not count as objectionable. Specifically, it was customary to give and receive gifts in
the course of a mission. In order to gain profits from gift giving, diplomats had to tax the value of the
gifts they would present during their missions at a lower price than those that they could expect to be
given. The capability of taxing gifts appropriately required detailed knowledge of local markets and
pricing systems, and only years of experience might allow the gathering such knowledge.
Consequently, the exchange of gifts evolved into a central feature of the diplomatic ceremonial in
strict relation with the ranks of diplomats and the sovereigns dispatching them. Furthermore, the
practice of exchanging gifts presupposed the expectation of stable market conditions in all states
within the systemic network of relations among states. Early on, the practice of the exchange of gifts
featured considerable size, as the Venetian Senate forbade its envoys to sell gifts at public
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auctions.214
The increasing intensity of the network of relations among states further expanded
the range of legal norms applying to the law of diplomacy as part of the law among states.215
Alberico Gentili was among the earliest jurists to devote a full monograph to this branch of the law
of peace. Ascertaining the rank of sovereigns and envoys fuelled controversy over such practical
matters of the ceremonial as the establishment of a seating order or of precedence of entrance into a
room during negotiations. Such features of the ceremonial had to be read as indicators of the rank of
envoys and the sovereigns sending them out. A virtually unlimited arsenal of arguments was
available to anyone wishing to engage in controversies about precedence. For one, Gentili claimed
that the King of England had precedence over the King of France, because the latter, as a Catholic
sovereign, recognised the authority of the Pope in church matters. By contrast, Gentili insisted, the
King of England was head of the Church of England and, in this capacity, united supreme religious
and secular authority in his person.216 The ranks appeared to manifest the stable and divinely willed
world, over which human beings merely appeared to have an ordering competence.217
Likewise, Gentili raised the difficult question whether diplomats could enjoy
immunity and protection in states to which they had not been dispatched. He answered the question
with the proposal of a norm, which revealed the complexity of the law of peace and potential for
wars resulting from infringements upon that law. In detail, Gentili explained that a diplomat, lying
about his assignedmission destination, could not request protection under the law of peace, but
should be treated as a spy. By contrast, if he declared to have been dispatched to a state other than
the one, on whose territory he happened to be, the sovereign of the latter state should apply courtesy
and voluntarily grant protection and immunity, because this was the surest way of avoiding war.
Gentili quoted the murder of the French envoys Rincon und Fregoso. He knew that King Francis I
had accused Northern Italian sovereigns of plotting against the French-Turkish diplomatic
rapprochement. Gentili reported that Francis I declared war on the charge of having autorised the
murder.218
The same case brought to light the further problem of whether, in view of the
growing intensity of treaty relations within the system, Christian rulers could at all underwrite treaty
obligations with Muslim rulers. On the basis of the draft treaty of 1535, Francis I had granted to the
Ottoman Turkish navy the use of the French port of Toulon during the winter of 1543/44. Not just
Charles V as Emperor but also Protestant sovereigns responded to the French policy of maintaining
friendly relations with the Sultan by adducing the legal norm that diplomatic relations could not
cross the boundaries of religions.219 Yet, in taking this stance, they supported a lost cause. Francis’s
policy succeeded, if only because of the prevailing trade relations among Christian and Muslim
states. At the Sublime Porte, the King of France occupied the highest rank among Christian
sovereigns still in the eighteenth century, because he had been the first to take up treaty relations
with the Sultan.220
Gentili justified the need of treaty relations among Muslim and Christian
sovereigns with the argument that trade relations existed across the boundaries of religion and
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required a firm legal basis to guarantee the security of traders. He listed six types of such legal
instruments: first, general as well as special reciprocal trade agreements together with unequal, that
is, non-reciprocal stipulations of privileges to the advantage of Christians, next contracts recruiting
“infidels” into armies under Christian command, treaties obliging Christian rulers to pay tribute to
the Sultan, and, finally, treaties featuring reciprocal military obligations for the Christian and the
Muslim side. Gentili objected only to the last type of instrument with the argument that such treaties
might force Christians to fight other Christians and referred to the French-Turkish agreement of
1535 as an example.221 Even as a Protestant, Gentili was not ready to completely dissolve treaties
under the law among states from ties to religion and, in hesitating to do so, stayed far behind the
peace plan, which Erasmus had proposed early in the sixteenth century. However, Gentili left no
doubt about his conviction that all treaties legally existing among Muslim and Christian signatories
had the same binding force as treaties concluded among Christians only.222 Hence, Gentili derived
the basic legal norm pacta sunt servanda from natural law, thereby remaining within the great
tradition of the law of war and peace.
At the turn towards the seventeenth century, Gentili’s conviction was not a matter
of pure academic theory. This became clear through the treaty of 11 November 1606 between Sultan
Ahmed I (1603 – 1617) and Emperor Rudolf (1576 – 1612). By this agreement, which was the first
ever made out between the Sultan and the Emperor and became renewed on 1 May 1616, both
parties established “peace at all places under their respective control” (pax sit in omnibus locis ad
eos nempe Imperatores pertinentibus), explicitly recognised the legal equality of their rank by
granting reciprocally the use of the title “Imperator” and simultaneously rejected as inappropriate the
use of the title “Rex”. In his ratification instrument, Rudolf styled his treaty partner as “Sultan
Ahmed, Emperor of the Turks in Asia as well as in Greece” (Sultanus Achimetes Imperator
Turcarum ac Asiae et Graeciae), thereby recognising Ottoman rule over the parts of the Balkans.223
At the turn towards the seventeenth century, the use of the imperial title for the Ottoman Turkish
Sultan was not uncommon. Already in 1532, the printed version of a report on a mission to Istanbul
had referred to the Sultan as the “Turkish Emperor” (Türckischer keiser).224 And in 1542, the Basle
city council had corresponded with the Strasbourg city council about some purportedly impending
attack of an army under the command of the “Turkish Emperor” (türkisch Keiser).225 Shortly before
the conclusion of the treaty between Sultan and Emperor, the King of France had referred to the
Sultan as “L’Empereur Ahmed” in the French-Turkish treaty of the same year 1604.226 Likewise, the
imperial title came to be applied in formal European diplomatic messages sent to rulers in other parts
of the world. For one, King James I of Great Britain addressed Shōgun Ieyasu Tokugawa (1603 –
1616) in Edo as “Emperor of Japan” in his letter of January 1611. In this letter, the King revealed to
the Shōgun that he had authorised Captain John Saris (c. 1580 – 1643) to go on a mission to Japan to
negotiate conditions for trade between Great Britain and Japan.227 The Japanese version of James’s
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letter featured the title “Shōgun” in lieu of “Emperor”, and Ieyasu, in his reply dated 14 November
1613, granted trading privileges to James’s subjects.228 Moreover, in the instruction for his mission
to Great Moghul Shah Jahángir (1569 – 1627, in office since 1605) of 1614, James asked for the
establishment of trade relations between Great Britain and Moghul’s territories. In the text of his
letter, James used the formula “Great Monarche”, which may have been equivalent of the imperial
title.229 The draft version of a treaty, dated 26 March 1616, however, styled the Moghul “King of
India”. The treaty claimed to establish friendship and trade relations together with “perfect love”, an
alliance and peace between both sovereigns and their respective subjects.230 The text of the treaty
recognised both signatories as legal equals in its first article, while it featured only non-reciprocal
privileges to be granted by the Moghul ruler to British merchants. Thus, the draft represented an
early form of a peace-establishing treaty on friendship and trade between an Asian and a European
ruler. During the rest of the seventeenth and most of the eighteenth centuries, it had hardly any
successor.231
Nevertheless, the law of treaties among states left ample space for controversy.
This was so, because the insight followed from Bodin’s theory of sovereignty that rulers could not be
compelled to honour treaties. The insight imposed doubts about all kinds of peace agreements
supposedly being unreliable legal instruments. In previous periods, this insight had not been
uncommon. Yet it then had stimulated the practices of swearing oaths before divine agents and the
producing of hostages as a means of the enforcement of treaties.232 But the faith in the omniscient
divine agent, to whom breaches of treaty could not be concealed, was rapidly waning in Latin
Christendom, even though the same faith remained in the Muslim world. In the perspective of Latin
Christian jurists, human beings as signatories to treaties had to rely on their own powers to prevent
breaches of treaties from happening. Hence, there seemed to be no legal basis for the confidence that
parties to treaties could be forced to act in accordance with treaties, even if they had sworn oaths.
Moreover, the now regularly practiced “composite” treaty-making procedure, providing for the
exchange of specific ratification instruments, stood against the swearing of oaths to confirm
agreements that had just been concluded. Oath-swearing under these procedural constraints became
difficult because negotiators would draft the texts of treaties, which became legally valid through the
exchange of ratification instruments. But the negotiators would not meet again on these occasions. If
oaths were sworn at all under the “composite” procedure of treaty-making, the obligation to ratify
agreements would have to be entered into the texts of the treaties themselves. Yet, this was hardly
ever the case. Consequently, Jean Bodin commented sarcastically about what he took to be the naive
expectation that treaties might be honoured, and classed this expectation as a simple means of
propaganda.233
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The case in point adduced in support of such skepticism was again an affair
concerning King Francis I of France. During his captivity as prisoner of war after the battle of Pavia,
he had agreed on the Treaty of Madrid of 14 January 1526, through which he had made wide-ranging
concessions to the Emperor to accomplish his release.234 Charles had hesitated to let Francis go,
before he had actually implemented his promises. But Francis had argued that he would only be able
to implement the treaty if he was back in power and had returned to his kingdom.235 The row over
the implementation had protracted the negotiations, until Francis had fallen ill in captivity. Charles
had feared to lose his captive and had let him return to France. Back in power, Francis had argued
that he had been pressured to sign the peace accord and that agreements made under force were
invalid. Consequently, he declared his promises null and void. Charles had not resorted to war to
enforce the treaty, albeit insisting upon its validity. Eventually, Louise of Savoy (1476 – 1531),
mother of Francis I, and Margaret of Austria (1480 – 1530), Charles’s aunt and regent of the
Netherlands, had arranged the so-called “Ladies Peace” at Cambrai on 5 August 1529 on behalf of
the King and the Emperor.236 In retrospect, Gentili used the case to argue that Francis’s action had
been unlawful, as sovereigns, concluding treaties in captivity, would do so voluntarily, as they might
as well opt to remain prisoners of war.237

Trade in the Well-Ordered World and the European States System
The practice of conducting trade put on record already at the turn towards the seventeenth century
that the norms of the law of peace accepted as valid within the European states system and the
network of standing diplomatic missions were effective in other parts of the world as well. The
American continent as the target of colonial rule was included into the European states system
through the trans-oceanic migration of settlers who, as a rule, remained subjects of rulers of the
states from which they had left. When King Philipp III, through the British-Spanish treaty of 1604,
conceded to the British subjects of King James I the right of unrestricted movement to America and
the Caribbean, thereby renouncing his claim to authoritative regulation of access to the ocean, the
relations among states within the European system appeared to have been expanded to the “New
World”. By consequence, the legal norms governing relations among states within the European
system would have to accept as applicable in America and the Caribbean as well. Nevertheless,
relations between Europe on the one side, Africa and Asia on the other, continued to remain outside
the European states system. This was so for the main reason that the long-distance trading companies,
which European sovereigns were privileging at the turn towards the seventeenth century, not only
carried monopolies for trade in and with states in Africa and Asia but also the legal entitlements to
conduct war at their own discretion and risk, to conclude peace and maintain all kinds of official
relations with sovereigns in Africa and Asia. Hence, with the exceptions of the King of Portugal and,
from 1580, also the King of Spain, European sovereigns did as a rule not perform as direct actors in
the relations with states in Africa and Asia. The English East India Company (EIC) received its
privilege in 1600, the Dutch “United East India Company” (Verenigde Oostindische Companie,
VOC) in 1602.238 Further companies followed holding privileges for trade, in the Netherlands in
1621, in France in 1664, in Denmark in 1671 and in Brandenburg in 1682. Among these companies,
the VOC obtained the most extensive privilege upon its amalgamation in 1602. The States General
of the Netherlands even pledged to the company, not to use their own ships in or enter in any other
way the areas, over which the company held the trade monopoly. That concession applied to all
places east of the Cape of Good Hope. In these areas, the VOC had the right to act as a sovereign,
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even though it did not hold control over any state in Europe, and entered into treaty relations with
rulers in Southeast Asia already during the first decade of the seventeenth century.239 The EIC
received a similar entitlement from King Charles II (1660 – 1685) in 1661.
These privileges based European trans-continental trade upon legal norms and
monopolies. European sovereigns tacitly agreed not to leave the trade between the European states
system and the rest of the world to the mechanism of the free market, but to subject it to legal norms.
In compliance with this legal basis, the long-distance trading companies established complex
bureaucracies, which registered trade and other businesses carefully, sometimes even on a daily basis.
European sovereigns unilaterally took the decision to conduct the trade and further emerging aspects
of state relations under legal norms, and, in doing so, did not, as a rule, consider the option of
entering into specific agreements with rulers in Africa and Asia setting the legal norms for the
conduct of relations. In taking this stance, they could not anticipate that there was no discrepancy of
perception between them and sovereigns in Africa and Asia regarding the principle that trade should
be regulated. Therefore, the European trading companies did not encounter resistance or objections
relating to their request that sovereigns should privilege traders operating in areas under their
control.240 For one, Shōgun Ieyasu in Japan took for granted that he was legitimised to regulate
trade relations with the EIC and the VOC and had the power to privilege these companies.241 On
occasions, the trading companies did deploy military force. Thus, the VOC conquered and occupied
the stronghold Jayakerta on Java in 1619 under the intention of creating its headquarters for the
trading areas, over which it received its monopoly. Yet, wars of this kind against sovereigns in Africa
and Asia remained the exception, while trading companies used most of their military potential
against their European competitors.
Moreover, other types of European power holder displayed a similar degree of
restraint, when it came to deliberate the use of military force against sovereigns in Africa and Asia.
Already at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the arrival of Portuguese ships on the Chinese
coast had triggered the question of whether the King of Portugal had the right to intervene militarily
against China, should the need to do so arise in Portuguese perspective. The answer appeared to be
urgent. In 1520, Chinese authorities arrested the Portuguese emissary Tomas Pires (c. 1465 – c.
1530) on charges of having violated Chinese laws. Pires sent angry letters to the Portuguese king,
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protesting his imprisonment and demanding the dispatch of some cannon boats. A few of them, he
promised, would suffice to sack the fortified city of Canton (Guangdong). As Canton, in Pires’s view,
was a place of crucial significance for China as a whole, the occupation of that city would allow the
Portuguese king to conquer all of China.242 But the king did not respond, and Pires died in prison.
Moreover, the Ming government requested the resettlement of Portuguese merchants from Canton to
the peninsula of Macao in 1557, where they received permission to conduct trade under close
surveillance by Chinese government officials. The isolated location of Macao would not allow
Portuguese merchants to penetrate into the interior of China. The decision to resettle Portuguese
traders to Macao indicated the determination of the Ming government to restrict access to the
Chinese mainland for Portuguese traders and regulate their businesses. The King of Portugal
complied with the decision of the Ming government, thereby recognising the legitimacy of the
decision. Among both governments, there was thus no dissent concerning the right of sovereigns to
regulate trade. The Ming government even retained its claim to universal rule and assigned to the
King of Portugal a lower rank than to itself. The Portuguese did not openly protest. There have not
been military conflicts between China and Portugal.
The restraint of long-distance companies with regard to the use of military force
was based on good reason. These companies had the legal structure of share-holding enterprises bent
on the maximisation of stake-holder profits.243 Although there was competition among the trading
companies, they tried, as far as it was left to their own decision, to minimise conflict by carving out
zones, from which they could exclude competitors. As long as all competitors remained within the
boundaries of these zones, the potential for military conflict was small and the companies could keep
military expenditures low. Nevertheless, wars did occur, specifically over strongholds under the
Portuguese or Portuguese-Spanish control. Among others, Prince Maurice of Orange obliged the
VOC to deploy its ships against Portuguese-Spanish positions on Asian coasts. Yet, trading
companies, in contradistinction to Portuguese and Spanish emissaries, sought to further minimise the
risk of military confrontations by instructing their employees to accept the legal and political
conditions dominating the local markets and to avoid strife with the governments controlling the
markets. 244 Likewise, they differed from Portuguese and Spanish envoys by refraining from
missionary activities as a rule.245 Trading companies thus did not call into question the given
structure of rule in the states, where they were operating, and did not hesitate to recognise the
sovereignty of the rulers, who were their trading partners. They did not raise the demand for consular
jurisdiction, again in sharp contradistinction against rulers of Latin Christendom. Despite occasional
disagreement about details of locally enforced conditions of trade and a number of military
confrontations, such as the conquest of Jayakerta, such disputes did not stand against the agreement
among trading companies and sovereigns in Africa and Asia over the principle that trade should be
regulated. This principle was nowhere laid down in the legal instruments, which the companies
obtained. It was simply taken for granted, thereby putting on record that, still at the turn towards the
seventeenth century, the great tradition of the law of war and peace was accepted as a valid
assemblage of unset norms shaping relations between Europe on the one side, Africa and Asia on the
other. The mutual acceptance of trade as a regulated enterprise did not suffer from the often arising
discrepancy of the status, which the trading partners assigned to each other. For example, the trading
companies regarded themselves as holders of derived sovereignty, not, as a rule, by their own right,
sovereigns in Africa and Asia usually classed the trading companies, appearing in territories under
their sway, as emissaries dispatched by European sovereigns. The legal norm that sovereigns should
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be entitled to regulate trade in accordance with their own standards, remained accepted despite these
discrepancies.
The main trading goods, which the European trading companies shipped to Europe
from eastern coasts of Africa and the Asian coasts, were spices, precious metals and high-quality
manufactured products, such as pottery. With regard to these trading goods, the so-called “East India”
companies differed from the enterprises doing business in America. The latter, so-called “West India”
companies were integrated into the “triangular trade”, by which manufactured products moved from
Europe to Africa, Africans were deported as slaves from Africa to America and raw materials
produced by slaves in America came to Europe.246 However, the trading companies were not the
only participants in the slave trade, over which they competed with traders engaged in this business
under the authority of the kings of Portugal and Spain. Specifically, the King of Spain demanded
recognition of his entitlement to license slave traders by giving out privileges (Asiento) to private
persons. Upon the restoration of the Portuguese state in 1640, both the kings of Portugal and of
Spain issued these Asiento privileges to “West India” companies.247 On the basis of these privileges,
these companies began to operate as rulers in America next to European rulers, mainly in trading
spots and strongholds on the coasts of North and South America and in the Caribbean. In these areas,
the “West India” companies subjected far larger territories and population groups to their control
than the “East India” companies did on the coasts of Africa and Asia. As a result of this policy, the
profitability of the “West India” companies lagged far behind that of their “East India” sister
enterprises.
These differences in the type of the regulation of trade conditioned the emergence
in Europe of the tripartite division of the world into the European states system equivalent of the
network of standing diplomatic missions, the coastal zones of Africa and Asia and the “New World”
of America. Consequently, relations among European states, states in Africa, on the one side and
states in Asia as well as the “New World” on the other, stood under the rule of legal norms flowing
from different sources. For the “East India” companies, their rights were set in chartered privileges
and were contained in the unset law of war and peace, merging with the newly conceived law among
states. In the “New World”, European sovereigns either imposed the municipal law of the states
under their control or set specific norms valid only for colonial settlements. That is to say that,
within the European states system as well as with regard to the relations between Europe, Africa and
Asia, Bodin’s principle of the legal equality of sovereigns found general acceptance. However,
European colonial rulers applied the principle of legal inequality to their relations with Native
Americans, who were forced into the status of objects of European rule. Moreover, the European
slave traders denied to deported Africans the moral status of human beings, classing them as a
trading good. Although the theory of purportedly “natural” slavery was no longer used against
Native Americans from the middle of the sixteenth century, Africans deported to America remained
exploited and tortured under the lawless status of imposed slavery. Neither European slave traders
nor American slave holders were willing to admit scruples regarding the lawless and morally corrupt
practices of slave trading and slave holding.

Summary
The time span between c. 1450 and 1618, so to speak the long sixteenth century, witnessed the
process of the globalisation of the world picture, both in Latin Christendom and in the Muslim world.
With regard to the world picture, globalisation was both, the technical process of the making gores
and other types of maps representing the planet earth as a globe and the more fundamental process of
the formulation of some legal norms set up to regulate communication across the globe at large. To
be sure, the consciousness that the planet earth was a globe was on record from pictorial sources
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since the tenth and in written texts from the eleventh century.248 But the world picture went through
a revolutionary transformation at the turn towards the sixteenth century. At the time, a tradition of
representing the inhabitable world as a permeable land mass, then about two thousand years old as
the platform for the construction and articulation of ideologies of universal rule, disappeared in the
Mediterranean area and in Europe within a few years. These maps had not only visualised
geographical information but had also communicated religious dogmata and visions of the beginning
and future end of the world. The new maps, appearing from the turn towards the sixteenth century,
contained no more than dry information about the location of places and distances among them, were,
in this respect, embodiments of secular knowledge, useful for navigators, merchants, mathematicians
and geographers. Navigators, merchants and missionaries carried the new type of maps in their
luggage, wherever they went during the sixteenth century, thereby globalising this type of map. For
one, Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci (1552 – 1610) composed a two-dimensional map of the world in
China but followed the new European pattern of map-making. While doing so, he yet adapted the
European model to the interests of his Chinese audience. Whereas European world maps of the new
type would position the newly emerging Atlantic Ocean in their centre, Ricci grouped areas on the
Pacific coast in the central portion of his map. Whereas European maps would divide the Pacific
Ocean, featuring it on their left and right margins, Ricci’s map split the Atlantic Ocean in two parts.
The habit of projecting that part of the world, from which it originated, into the centre of a
two-dimensional world map was part of the European map-making convention. If Ricci wanted to
apply this habit to a world map for an East Asian audience, he had to shift centricity from the
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, so as to display the latter water way as an integrated area. Yet, next to
Ricci’s type of map, the traditional Chinese style of map-making remained in practice well into the
eighteenth century as an instrument for the documentation of claims to universal rule.249
The revolution of map-making had effects well beyond cartographic techniques, as
becomes evident from two details. To the beginning of the fifteenth century, conventional world
maps of Latin Christendom did not show a water way separating Africa from Asia, thereby omitting
the Indian Ocean. However, this very water way was home to perhaps the most active maritime
trading network on the entire globe from the eleventh century at the latest,250 where Arab, South
Asian (Gujarati), Southeast Asian (Aceh), Chinese and Japanese merchants were cruising.251 The
network allowed the shipment of Chinese pottery to East Africa252 and even impacted upon the
Eurasian continental block through the spice trade. The purported “discovery” of the Indian Ocean
by Portuguese sailors suggested to European map-makers that there was pluralism of oceans and, by
consequence, enhanced the building of ocean-faring vessels to facilitate communication with remote
parts of the world. The alleged “discoverers” assumed that, in order to maintain communication
across long distances, they needed to control the routes through the building of fortified strongholds
in the first place. Therefore, military considerations drove these “discoverers” rather than the pursuit
of profits from trade. The immediate consequence of the “discovery”, then, was the military
occupation of strategic nodal points in the network, from which Muslim traders came to be excluded.
Thus, the alleged “discovery” of the Indian Ocean resulted in the breakdown of the existing trading
network. The Indian Ocean came under European control, even though the long-distance trading
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companies respected the sovereignty of states bordering on the ocean.
Moreover, not only the European map-making style was globalised but also some
of the information contained in the maps. The most crucial part of that information was the making
of the continents. “Africa” and “Asia” had once been the names of provinces of the Roman
Imperium of Antiquity, applied to parts of the permeable land mass, and had been carried on in
Christian world maps to the end of the fifteenth century as mere geographical constructs with shapes
that existed in maps only. By contrast, from the beginning of the sixteenth century, the new
constructs of continents, which could be reached by crossing wide waterways, travelled with
navigators, merchants, missionaries and even settler colonists around the globe and quickly became
applied as spatial platforms for the fixing of seemingly unconnected continental collective identities
of local residents. The logic of this process of the superimposition of continental names upon
collective identities of population groups was the same, wherever Europeans turned up as visitors,
traders, missionaries, settlers or rulers. The name “Africa” served as the label for the perception of
the entire continent as one single unit, no matter what the subjective consciousnesses of local
residents on the ground were and even though they might not feature the perception of the
continental unity of Africa at all. The same principle applied to Asia, even though the European
name for this continent has never been compatible with any relevant self-perception of populations
groups settling in Asia. With regard to “New World”, the European name America for this continent
gained currency anyway only outside territories under Portuguese and Spanish control during the
sixteenth century, because the colonial administrations in these parts of the continent refused to
apply the name. The name has never conveyed any meaning for the population groups now referred
to as “Native Americans”. Hence, the perception of Africa, Asia and America as continental unities
has remained a specifically European construct.
We know only from China, how members of cultures other than those of Latin
Christendom and Islam responded in their own times to the changes of the world picture. In China,
the Ming government continued to articulate its claim towards universal rule, while admitting the
use of European style of map-making among Christian missionaries. As the Ming government
permitted regulated trade under the conditions it set, it took a pragmatic stance towards the changes
of the world picture and simultaneously retained its traditional perspectives and perceptions. The
interior of the territories under Ming government control were closed to foreign traders, and the King
of Portugal recognised the right of his Chinese counterpart to regulate and restrict trade. The
long-distance trading companies proceeded in the same way, when they established trade relations
with Japan early in the seventeenth century. Likewise, sovereigns of states on the coasts of Africa,
South and Southeast Asia, appear to have pursued similar policies. Hence, the interior of East and
West Africa, South, Southeast and East Asia remained unaffected by European influence and
continued to be so to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. However, the establishment of Spanish
colonial control over the island world coming to be called the Philippines manifested the most
burdensome exception.
Some theorists of the law of war and peace in Latin Christendom, among them
Francisco de Vitoria and Alberico Gentili reflected upon the expansion of European colonial rule
taking place during the sixteenth century. They encountered serious difficulty in their attempts to
justify, in terms of the established theory of the law of war and peace, the subjection of large
overseas areas to the control of European rulers. In order to become able to do so, they had to move
away from the great tradition of the law of war and peace. Whereas Vitoria tried to avoid this move,
Gentili had no scruples to devise the theoretical projection of the law of war and peace as the
outflow of natural reason, which he took to be valid in humankind at large, and categorised the law
of war and peace as the human-made part of natural law. In doing so, Gentili refused to adhere to the
expectation that the law of war and peace could become generally valid, once universal rule would
have been imposed upon the entire globe. Gentili had to take this stance, because it would have been
naive to expect that all humankind could at their own discretion agree on the same norms of the law
of war and peace. Other theorists followed suit, removed the echaolotigcal dimension from the Holy
Roman Empire and integrated it into the European states system.253 At the same time, the imperial
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title lost its exclusive ties with the Holy Roman Empire in Latin Christendom. Consequently, the
imperial title became applicable to rulers anywhere on the globe. Moreover, during the sixteenth
century, “Universal Monarchy” (Monarchia universalis) turned into a slogan in propaganda wars
against sovereigns accused of excessive pursuit of power.254 Indeed, some sovereigns, usually
holders of the royal title, made efforts to round off territories under their sway and to draw
straightforwardly recognisable borders against territories under the control of neighbouring
sovereigns. Even the Holy Roman Empire did not stay aloof of this process of the territorialisation of
rule, as many of its neighbours to the West, North and East stood under centralised bureaucratic
types of rule by the end of the sixteenth century. The word “state” came in use as a generic term for
this type of territorial rule.255 To the end of the eighteenth century, word and concept of “state”
categorised institutions of rule as ordered, stable and legitimate. Already at the turn towards the
seventeenth century, Francisco Suárez no longer equated the law of war and peace with the ius
gentium, but conceived it as the law among states with binding effects on sovereigns. By contrast,
the great tradition of the law of war and peace continued in the Muslim world and in East Asia.
The redefinition of the law of war and peace as the law among states, thus,
remained confined to Latin Christendom, even though most European theorists continued perceive it
as universally valid for all humankind. They insisted that the validity of the law among states could
be only become restricted in spatial terms, if such restrictions had been agreed upon in treaties
between states. Hence, the several agreements, which Spanish kings made with the kings of France
and England or Great Britain relating to access rights over the ocean during the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries, still rested on the traditional assumption that the law of war and peace was
principally valid anywhere as an assemblage of unset norms. This assumption was a necessary
precondition for the otherwise perplexing fact that some sovereigns entered into agreements about
lines, beyond which the law of war and peace should be not considered applicable.256 In retrospect,
these so-called amity lines have triggered concern among historically minded twentieth-century legal
theorists, referring to the French-Spanish Treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis of 3 April 1559257 and the
British-Spanish Treaty of London of 18 / 28 August 1604.258 These theorists adduced these treaties
intending to prove that the law of war and peace, in European perspective, had become restricted to
Europe and nearby oceanic waters.259 Yet, this conclusion is far from self-evident, because the
so-called amity lines not only did not call into question the postulate of the general validity of the
law of war and peace, but explicitly confirmed its validity by stipulating exemptions, the so-called
amity lines. For one, the British-Spanish treaty of 1604 declared the willingness of both signatory
parties to guarantee the safety of trade generally, without restriction to any part of the globe.260
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